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A B S T R A C T   

Scientific exploration of extraterrestrial planets has gripped human imagination since the advent of space travel. 
Human missions to Mars could produce insight into the essential questions of how, when and where life began on 
Earth. Such missions would only be feasible using local space resources materials, a concept called in situ 
resource utilization (ISRU). In the absence of organic materials from plants, the globally available oxidic surface 
minerals (regolith) are the only viable resource for large-scale construction efforts such as habitats, greenhouses, 
landing pads and equipment building. This review provides the first comprehensive literature review of ISRU 
materials research employing Martian simulants. It gives a detailed overview of all Mars simulants, their history, 
properties, and challenges, introducing a generational concept for simulants development. The available Mars 
simulant processing literature (including selected work on lunar simulants) is categorized into seven regolith 
bonding concepts. The state-of-the-art on additive manufacturing (AM) in ISRU research is discussed. Detailed 
feasibility assessments for all processing approaches are given, including overview graphs comparing the me-
chanical performance of each fusion concept with feedstock availability on the surface of Mars. Finally, major 
open questions and future challenges of materials processing for early Mars missions is examined.   

1. Motivation for Mars missions 

The origin of life has been described as the greatest scientific ques-
tion of our times [1]. Humanity simply does not know how, where and 
when life started on Earth and little evidence exists to support the 
various theories that attempt to explain this puzzle. The prevailing 
assumption is that life is likely to have developed from inanimate mat-
ter, given the right circumstances such as time, high temperatures, 
liquid water and prebiotic chemistry [2]. While such claims are sup-
ported by the earliest evidence of life on Earth (~3.7–4.2 
million-year-old fossilized microorganisms from early habitable envi-
ronments in seafloor-hydrothermal vents [3]), the answer as to whether 
the formation of life is a commonplace or even deterministic process 
(and if it began on Earth), is unlikely to be answered on the basis of 
scientific evidence found on Earth alone. A good chance of learning 
where we ultimately came from might result from comparing Earth to 
Mars, an approach called comparative planetary evolution. While 
Earth’s early record has been erased, Mars could offer direct evidence of 
the geochemical conditions prevalent on a prebiotic Earth [4]. 

Our current understanding of Mars is the result of numerous robotic 

missions, many of them spearheaded by the Mars Exploration Program 
(MEP) of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
whose exploration programs are strongly focused on the search for life 
on Mars. A central MEP instrument for future mission planning is the 
Mars Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG). MEPAG aspires to 
facilitate a process in which the scientific community reaches a 
consensus on the major goals for the scientific exploration of Mars. The 
MEPAG consensus for 2020 is summarized in four central goals: (i) to 
determine if Mars ever supported life or still supports life; (ii) to un-
derstand the processes and history of climate on Mars; (iii) to understand 
the origin and evolution of Mars as a geological system; and (iv) to 
prepare for human exploration of Mars [5]. 

After the Apollo program’s end, a human mission to Mars has been 
viewed by many as the next logical step in exploring the solar system. 
The idea has captured our imagination and there are countless refer-
ences in our past and present popular culture outlining such missions. 
For example, in recent years there has been a surge in best-selling books 
advocating Mars missions and discussing Mars settlement scenarios full 
of optimism about what might be possible [6–9]. However, conservative 
estimates by space agencies indicate the enormity of a scientific return 
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journey to Mars. In one such scenario, a notational crew of six astronauts 
would travel for 2 ½ years, with the ground crew needing to spend ~1 ½ 
years in a surface habitat under Mars gravity and radiation conditions. 
Because of the vast distances involved and the cost of launching supplies 
into space, it would be essential to make use of local resources, a concept 
known as in situ resource utilization (ISRU). ISRU is promulgated not 
only by NASA for Mars missions but also by the European Space Agency 
(mostly for Moon missions) and recently in the form of Space Resource 
Utilization (SRU) by numerous private companies in a buzzing new 
space sector. 

2. Introduction to in situ resource utilization (ISRU) for space 
exploration 

Earth-based space exploration is extraordinarily challenging and 

expensive, as all mass has to escape the gravity field of Earth and lifting 
propellant from Earth is a significant contributor to space exploration 
costs (99 units of mass are required to launch one unit of mass into space 
[10]). A central concept to reduce space exploration costs is called in situ 
resource utilization (ISRU). Sacksteder and Sanders define ISRU as “the 
collection, processing, storing and use of materials encountered in the 
course of human or robotic space exploration that replace materials that 
would otherwise be brought from Earth to accomplish a mission-critical 
need at reduced overall cost and risk” [11]. 

While futurists envision whole space economies from indigenous 
resources, space agencies make the point that ISRU is necessary to 
reduce the overall risk and cost of realistic space missions. In such a 
scenario, the cost of Earth-based materials and their space trans-
portation has to be weighed against the cost associated with collecting, 
processing, storing, and using space resources. As a result of increased 
transport costs, the highest gains would be achieved the further away 
the resources were to be used [12]. 

The longest destination residence times envisaged for realistic space 
missions are for lunar outposts and Mars, rather than to the space station 
and asteroids (see Fig. 1); Space stations would include long residence 
times, but resources would all be non-local in origin. While a lunar 
outpost mission could have a residence time of 180 days, missions to 
Mars (such as missions proposed in the NASA Design Reference Archi-
tecture 5.0 [13]) would require a crew of six, with four astronauts 
staying in a surface habitat at 0.3 g and surface radiation conditions for 
~500 Earth days. Such extensive residence times for Mars are inevitable 
because of the particular orbits of Earth and Mars, with the two coming 
closest to each other or ‘at opposition’ to each other only every 779.9 
days. 

Regarding transportation effort, mission scenarios for a lunar outpost 
would require the short outbound and return time of 3.5 days compared 
to 210 days outbound and return for Mars. Because there are significant 
costs associated with establishing ISRU, Donald Rapp, a leading ISRU 
researcher and co-PI of the Mars Oxygen In-Situ Resource Utilization 
Experiment (MOXIE) from Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), concluded: 
“None of the lunar ISRU schemes appear to have a practical financial 
advantage and it appears to be better, cheaper, and simpler to bring 

Fig. 1. Voyage duration of projected space missions. Data from Menezes 
et al. [10]. 

Fig. 2. NASA ISRU capabilities breakdown structure in 2005. Redrawn from NASA executive summary [14].  
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resources from Earth to the Moon – at least in the short run. By com-
parison, some forms of Mars ISRU have the potential for great logistic 
and financial benefit for human missions to Mars” [12]. 

Such considerations are reflected in a NASA executive summary 
report in 2005 by the leading ISRU proponents in the US [14]. The group 
led by Sanders and Duke defined the three primary objectives for Lunar 
ISRU as: (i) identification and characterization of lunar resources, 
focusing on the polar region; (ii) use of ISRU demonstrations on the 
Moon to prepare for human exploration of Mars; and (iii) development 
and evolution of Lunar ISRU to support continued presence on the Moon 
and cost-effective human space transportation. In the case of Mars, the 
three primary objectives for ISRU would be: (i) initial research/devel-
opment of ISRU and characterization of resources on Mars focusing on 
water to prepare for human exploration; (ii) development and evolution 
of Mars ISRU capabilities to reduce costs, mass and risk of human mis-
sions making new exploration scenarios possible; and (iii) enabling 
human exploration beyond Mars. For both ISRU objectives, Sanders, 
Duke et al. have introduced a detailed breakdown structure of NASA’s 
ISRU capabilities (in 2005), indicating the space agency’s broad 
approach towards ISRU (see Fig. 2). 

Also in this report, primary ISRU resources are summarized as solar 
energy, areas of near-permanent light and darkness, the vacuum and 
reduced gravity, atmospheric constituents, volatiles implanted by solar 
winds (hydrogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen etc. [15]), minerals domi-
nated by silicates and oxides, metals, as well as water and raw regolith as 
a construction material [14]. In general, ISRU research brings together a 
wide range of issues. However, all have the primary aim of converting 
space resources into energy, breathable air, water for drinking, cleaning 
and agriculture, rocket fuel and construction/manufacturing materials. 

2.1. Why this review focuses on construction/manufacturing using 
regolith materials and early ISRU 

ISRU depends to a large degree on what kind of resources/materials 
are available at a given location. Up to this date, every landed mission to 
Mars encountered basaltic regolith, which is ubiquitous on the Martian 
surface. This Martian regolith seems to have a globally homogeneous 
component from basaltic crust with local to regional enrichments in 
secondary minerals, including sulfates, clays, carbonates, and feld-
spathic compositions. In the absence of organic building materials from 
plants, these oxidic surface minerals would be the only viable raw ma-
terial for construction/manufacturing. What is more, the regolith is 
poorly sorted with grain sizes from dust to large boulders (which, in 
terms of raw material, might make crushing unnecessary). 

Judging by power requirements and processing complexity, the 
direct utilization of regolith and rocks is preferable to the separation of 
elements for metals, oxides (glass, ceramics) and single elements [16], 
which is why this review focuses exclusively on early ISRU scenarios 
that employ the direct use of regolith as construction/manufacturing 
materials. 

2.2. The way we do ISRU materials research 

As real Martian regolith is unavailable, the general research 
approach for Earth-based ISRU research is to employ Martian regolith 
simulants. Such simulants and analog sites are terrestrial materials and 
locations that approximate key properties of Martian regolith and the 
Martian environment [17]. Up until now, due to the difficulty of 
emulating gravity, temperature, atmosphere and radiation conditions of 
the Moon or Mars, most ISRU material studies have relied on processing 
under terrestrial conditions (some notable examples are studies where 
sintering was done in non-terrestrial atmospheres, for example in vac-
uum [18,19], in hydrogen [20], in argon [21] and simulated Martian 
atmosphere [22]). 

As non-refined simulants have been the major aspect that distin-
guishes an ISRU study from a terrestrial study, one could argue that the 

quality of the simulant and the applicability of ISRU research to the real 
Martian environment depends to a large degree on the quality and 
properties of simulants, which is why the next section is dedicated to a 
detailed overview of regolith simulants, their concepts and properties. 

3. Mars simulants 

3.1. Generational concept to categorize simulants 

Regolith simulants and analog sites can give a preview of the envi-
ronment a space mission will encounter on Mars. For example, it is 
essential to know if the wheels on a rover have enough traction in a 
specific terrain [23] (besides analog sites, space agencies use extensive 
testbeds filled with simulants [24]). Another example is the calibration 
of scientific instruments on rovers using simulants [25]. Our knowledge 
of Mars, gained from remote research efforts by orbiters, landers and 
rovers, is continually evolving and is mirrored in simulant development 
[26]. Most notably, orbiter platforms have transformed our perception 
of Mars from a red basalt sandbox to that of a diverse world with en-
vironments, both modern and ancient, as varied as those found on Earth 
[27]. As simulant development has changed markedly over the years, 
becoming more complex and nuanced, the authors propose to categorize 
simulant design philosophies/concepts using a generational concept, 
dividing them into three generations laid out in Fig. 3. 

First-generation simulants are materials from a single source, such as 
soils collected from one location (often such materials are further pro-
cessed by grinding and sieving). The earliest simulant employing this 
concept was JSC Mars-1, a single source tephra from Hawaii [17]. There 
is a close relationship between the first-generation simulants and analog 
sites, which were often solids collected from such sites, e.g., JSC Mars-1, 
MMS. Second-generation simulants are compilations of different 

Fig. 3. Mars Regolith simulant generational concept proposed in this work.  
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materials produced by directly mixing (often ground) materials 
mimicking mineralogical distribution and elemental abundances more 
closely – a concept introduced by P/S-MRS. The two simulants are 
mixtures of carefully curated minerals obtained from various locations 
[28]. Third-generation simulants follow the second-generation mixing 
concept and further enhance physical properties (texture and particle 
size distribution and geomechanical properties) by using a binder to fuse 
single grains from different materials into large multi-mineral granules. 
This recent approach was first introduced for asteroid simulants [29] 
and subsequently used for MGS-1 [26] (it should be noted that currently 
produced MGS-1 simulants from Exolith lab skip the fusion step due to 
the difficulty of implementing it at a large scale). 

3.2. Comprehensive overview of Mars simulants 

The authors could identify around 30 Mars simulants, and Table 1 
gives a comprehensive overview of Mars simulants and a selection of 
analog sites (as well as testbeds). 

This compilation builds on previous collection efforts for simulants 
by Ramkissoon et al. [30] and the Planetary Simulant Database website 
[31], combining the two sources into one table and adding recent sim-
ulants (as well as several rare simulants). The data for analog sites is a 
selection from Marlow et al. [25] and Martins et al. [32] with some 
additions (for a recent, comprehensive overview, see Martins et al.). 

This large number of simulants is a result of what Witze describes for 
lunar simulants as a wild proliferation. Space agencies and researchers 
tend to make their own individual simulants. Witze even cites Edmun-
son’s comment that “there are a lot of people out there creating their 
own simulant with no geology or materials-processing background” 
[33]. Edmunson had previously been part of NASA’s 2010 lunar soil 
simulants team, which revised the development history and 

requirements for lunar simulants and introduced best-practice proced-
ures for creating future simulants [34] that had been developed by 
Schrader et al. [35]. Metzger et al. later applied such best practice 
procedures for asteroid simulants, using a figure of merit system [36] 
that recently is being adapted as a more user-friendly set of “Regolith 
Simulant Report Cards” [37]. The 2010 lunar soil simulants team was 
led by Taylor, who, with co-workers, discussed quality and applicability 
for lunar simulants several times [38–40]. As no simulant can re-create 
all the physical and chemical properties of extraterrestrial materials 
[33], simulant development and use is always a trade-off, with high 
simulant fidelity being challenging and expensive. Talyor is cited as 
remarking “one size does not fit all” and insists that simulant materials 
should be used only for very specific purposes [38]. To support re-
searchers in their choice of simulants (and to make sure simulants are 
used correctly), NASA’s soil simulants team proposed a database [34]. 
One approach to such a database would be to classify simulant proper-
ties according to the attributes they best mimic. Such a classification 
applied to Mars analogs by Marlow et al. would be organized according 
to four high-level attributes: compositional, electrochemical, physical 
and environmental [41]. Marlow et al. further divided these into: (i) 
compositional according to mineralogical distribution, elemental 
abundances, presence of volatiles (water content, dissolved gases) and 
organic content; (ii) electrochemical with dielectric constant, redox 
potential, pH, magnetism (magnetic susceptibility and saturation 
magnetization); (iii) physical according to thermophysical (albedo, 
thermal inertia), mechanical (shear strength, slope stability) and bulk 
physical (particle size distribution, particle shape, density, porosity); 
and (iv) environmental according to temperature, aridity, wind and 
radiation. 

A major challenge in creating such a database is missing data on 
many less-well-studied simulants. Knowledge of simulant properties is 

Table 1 
Comprehensive overview of Mars simulants and a selection of analog sites and rover testbeds.  

First-generation simulants Second-generation simulants Third-generation simulantsa Mars-like terrestrial locations/analog sites 
and rover testbeds 

JSC Mars-1 (Johnson Space Center Mars-1) - 
Allen et al., 1998 [17]. 

P-MRS (Phyllosilicate Mars Regolith 
Simulant) - Böttger et al., 2012 [28]. 

MGS-1 (Mars Global Simulant 1) - 
Cannon et al., 2019 [26,42]. 

Chilean Atacama desert (Yungay) Mars 
analog soil - Navarro et al., 2003 [43]. 

Columbia river basalt - Baker et al., 2000 
[44]. 

S-MRS (Sulfatic Mars Regolith Simulant) - 
Böttger et al., 2012 [28]. 

MGS-1C (MGS Clay ISRU) - 
Exolith Lab data sheet Nov. 2018 
[45]. 

Rio Tinto River Basin - Fernández-Remolar 
et al., 2003 [46]. 

JSC Mars-1A (Johnson Space Center Mars- 
1A) - Orbitec data sh. 2008 [47]. 

Six simulants for biotoxicity study used by 
Schuerger et al., 2012 [48]. 

MGS-1S (MGS Sulfate ISRU) - 
Exolith Lab data sheet Jan. 2021 
[49]. 

Navajo hematite concretions in Utah - Chan 
et al., 2004 [50]. 

MMS (Mojave Mars Simulant) - Peters et al., 
2008 [51]. 

JMSS-1 (Jining Martian Soil Simulant) - Zeng 
et al., 2015 [52]. 

JEZ-1 (Jezero Delta Simulant) - 
Exolith Lab data sheet Feb. 2020 
[53]. 

Acid–saline lakes of Western Australia - 
Benison and Bowen 2006 [54]. 

MMS-1 (Mojave Mars Simulant) - The 
Martian Garden data sh. 2019 [55]. 

UC Mars1 (Uni. of Canterbury Mars 
Simulant) - Scott et al., 2017 [56].  

Moon Plain area of Southern Australia - 
Clarke et al., 2006 [57]. 

Salten skov I - Nørnberg et al., 2009 [58]. Y-Mars (Yellowknife-Mars) - Stevens et al., 
2018 [59].  

Mars PJ (Peruvian Mars Analog) - Peeters 
et al., 2009 [60] and Valdivia-Silva et al., 
2011 [61]. 

SSC1/2 (Surrey Space Centre) - Scott and 
Saaj 2009/2012 [62,63]. 

KMS-1 (Korea Mars Simulant) - Kang 2018 
[64].  

Dry Valleys of Antarctica - Tamppari et al., 
2012 [65]. 

Fuller’s Earth/Smectite clay - Gaier et al., 
2010 [66]. 

Neu Mars1 (Northeastern University Mars1) 
- Guan et al., 2019 [67].  

Great Salt lake, analog for martian 
hypersaline aqu. Sys. - Perl and Baxter 2020 
[68]. 

ES-1/2/3/4 (Engineering Soil simulants) - 
Brunskill et al., 2011 and Oravec et al., 
2021 [69,70]. 

OUCM/EB/HR/SR-1/2 (Open University 
simulants) - Ramkissoon et al., 2019 [30].  

JPL Lab 82/107 (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) 
sand boxes - Perko et al., 2006 [71]. 

Source clay minerals used by Vaniman et al., 
2012 [72] and El-Maarry et al., 2015 [73]. 

MMS-2 (Enhanced Mars Regolith Simulant) - 
The Martian Garden 2019 [74].  

JPL MER Yard at building 317 and JPL Mars 
Yard - Perko et al., 2006 [71]. 

Quartz simulant used by Knak Jensen et al., 
2014 [75]. 

JSC-RN (Johnson Space Center Rocknest) – 
Clark (prev. Hogancamp) et al., 2019/20 
[76,77].  

Astrium Mars Yard in Stevenage (UK) - 
Gouache et al., 2011 [24]. 

HIT-M-1 (Harbin Institute of Technology 
Martian Simulant 1) - Zheng and Qiao 2020 
[78].   

M90 (Jet Propulsion Laboratory) - Oravec 
et al., 2021 [70].  

a Fusion of grains with a binder is specified in Cannon et al. [26] for MGS-1 family simulants. However, currently shipped simulants from Exolith lab do not contain 
the binder due to the increased effort required. 
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Table 2 
Simulants made available to a wide group of researchers.  

Name and reference Material origin/description Simulation aim/based on Remarks 

JSC Mars-1 (Johnson Space 
Center Mars-1) - Allen et al., 
1998 [17]. 

Weathered volcanic ash (<1 mm fraction) from 
Pu’u Nene cinder cone on Hawaii. 40–60 cm thick 
zone of altered ash was collected from 30 cm 
below ground. 

General composition based on Phobos-2 ISM spectra 
of Olympus-Amazonis Martian bright region and 
compared to XRF data from Viking 1/2 and 
Pathfinder.  

- First simulant made available in 
large quantities to a large group 
of researchers.  

- Distributed from JSC  
- Spectral analog.  
- 9100 kg produced. 

JSC Mars-1A (Johnson Space 
Center Mars-1) - Orbitec 2008 
[47]. 

Palagonitic tephra (volcanic ash altered at low 
temperatures) from JSC Mars-1 location. 

Reproduction of JSC-Mars 1 by Orbitec and sold 
commercially (until 2017) in <1 mm and <5 mm 
fractions.  

- High amounts of volatiles, roots 
and organics. 

MMS (Mojave Mars Simulant) - 
Peters et al., 2008 [51]. 

MMS dust and MMS sand are from a mechanically 
crushed basalt flow mined by Tertiary Tropico 
Group in the western Mojave Desert (close to 
JPL). 

Geotechnical global Mars simulant by JPL based on 
Viking 1/2, Pathfinder and Spirit/Opportunity (JPL 
tested various rovers and landers in the Mojave 
desert [25]).  

- To overcome hygroscopicity of 
JSC Mars-1(A).  

- Available as dust, sand and 
whole rock.  

- Not available outside NASA. 
MMS-1 (Mojave Mars Simulant) 

- The Martian Garden data 
sheet 2019 [55]. 

Cinder material with alteration minerals from 
near MMS location [26]. Available as coarse, 
unsorted, fine, superfine, planter. 

Claimed to be a reproduction of MMS by the 
education company The Martian Garden and sold 
commercially since 2016 (starting as Kickstarter).  

- Different mineralogy than 
original MMS [26]  

- Significant deviation in 
chemistry from MMS in the 
MMS-1 data sheet [82]. 

MMS-2 (Enhanced Mars 
Regolith Simulant) - The 
Martian Garden data sheet 
2019 [74]. 

Superfine MMS-1 (77%a) is mixed with iron(III) 
oxide (10%), silica sand (8%), gypsum (4%)and 
magnesium oxide (1%) of unknown origin/ 
definition. 

Chemical reproduction of average Mars surface 
(location unclear). Chemical table printed on MMS-2 
could be from Opportunity “soil” measurements 
cited in Peters et al. [51].  

- Claimed to be 90% chemical 
match to surface of Mars 
(reference Mars chemistry 
unclear). 

JSC-RN (Johnson Space Center 
Rocknest) - Clark (prev. 
Hogancamp) et al., 2019/20 
[76,77]. 

Mixture of sourced chemicals and MMS: NaClO4 

(1%), goethite (1.5%), pyrite (1%), ferric sulfate 
(1%), granular ferric oxide (7.5%), forsterite 
(10%), MMS (78%). 

Chemical and mineralogical simulant for water- 
extraction studies based on Mojave Mars Simulant 
(MMS) and rover data.  

- 1000 kg made.  
- Similar mineralogy and 

chemistry to RN soil 
characterized by Curiosity.  

Table 2 (continued). Simulants made available to a wide group of researchers. 

Name and reference Material origin/description Simulation aim/based on Remarks 

P-MRS (Phyllosilicate Mars 
Regolith Simulant) - 
Böttger et al., 2012 [28]. 

Crushed mineral fragments <1 mm supplied by 
Museum für Naturkunde Berlin and Dr. F. Krantz 
GmbH of gabbro (3%), olivine/dunite (2%), 
quartz (10%), hematite (5%), montmorillonite 
(45%), chamosite (20%), kaolinite (5%), siderite 
(5%), hydromagnesite (5%). 

General composition of early basic conditions 
based on orbiter (Mars express/OMEGA) and 
rover missions (Spirit). Simulates rocks altered 
by pH-neutral hyd. fluids to clays of the smectite 
group. Siderite and hydromagn. sim. carbonates 
from precipitation/interaction between CO2- 
rich atmos. with basaltic subsurface rocks.  

- Initially developed by J. Fritz to calibrate 
the Raman spectrometer of the ExoMars 
mission.  

- Mainly used by DLR for astrobiology, 
water retention, BIOMEX space 
experiments [83].  

- Briefly available from www.roboklon. 
com. 

S-MRS (Sulfatic Mars 
Regolith Simulant) - 
Böttger et al., 2012 [28]. 

Crushed mineral fragments <1 mm supplied by 
Museum für Naturkunde Berlin and Dr. F. Krantz 
of gabbro (32%), olivine (15%), quartz (3%), 
hematite (13%), goethite (7%), gypsum (30%). 

General composition of late acidic Mars 
conditions based on orbiter (Mars express/ 
OMEGA) and rover missions (Spirit). Simulates 
sulfate deposits in addition to ign. rocks and 
anhydrous iron oxides, including goethite and 
gypsum. 

see P-MRS 

MGS-1 (Mars Global 
Simulant 1) - Cannon 
et al., 2019 [26,42]. 

Crushed mineral fragments <1 mm from various 
locations (and commercial chemicals) fused by 
sodium metasilicate with a crystalline phase 
(65%) of plagioclase (27.1%), pyroxene (20.3%), 
olivine (13.7%), magnetite (1.9%), hematite 
(1.1%), anhydrite (0.9%) and amorp. phase 
(35%) of basaltic glass (22.9%), hydr. silica 
(5.0%), Mg-sulfate (4.0%), ferrihydrite (1.7%), 
Fe-carbon. (1.4%). 

Global simulant aiming for high fidelity in 
mineral, chemical, volatile, and spectral 
properties based on windblown Rocknest soil at 
Gale crater analyzed by MSL Curiosity. Both 
crystalline and amorphous phases taken into 
consideration, geomechanical properties 
considered. New simulant design philosophy 
with fusing single minerals into solid cobbles 
(with a binder) to achieve a more natural 
texture and particle size distribution.  

- Widely made available by CLASS Exolith 
Lab (UCF), also available from Colorado 
School of Mines as CSM-MGS-1.  

- Large quantities produced.  
- Slight adjustments in constituents for the 

shipped version (compare [26–42]).  
- Open standard.  
- First, third-generation simulant, expected 

to be used widely. 

MGS-1C (Mars Global 
Simulant Clay ISRU) - 
Exolith Lab data sheet 
Nov. 2018 [45]. 

MGS-1 (60%) is mixed with not further specified 
smectite (40%) - most likely sodium 
montmorillonite from Wyoming (MX-80) [84]. 

Specifically designed for ISRU water extraction 
studies based on M-WIP/NASA Water ISRU 
study (case C) [85]. MGS-1C is enriched in 
hydrated clay minerals (smectite).  

- Montmorillonite used instead of 
nontronite and saponite, which are more 
common smectites on Mars [86], but not 
commonly available on Earth. 

MGS-1S (Mars Global 
Simulant Sulfate ISRU) - 
Exolith Lab data s. Jan. 
2021 [49]. 

MGS-1 (60%) is mixed with polyhydrated sulfate 
gypsum (40%). 

Specifically designed for ISRU water extraction 
studies based on M-WIP/NASA Water ISRU 
study (case B) [85].  

- Total evolved water at 200 ◦C is 7.8 wt%. 

JEZ-1 (Jezero Delta 
Simulant) - Exolith Lab 
data sheet Feb. 2020 [53]. 

Preparation as MGS-1 with olivine (32%), 
plagioclase (16%), glass-rich basalt (13.5%), 
pyroxene (12.0%), Mg-carbonate (11%), smectite 
(6.0%), Mg-sulfate (2.4%), ferrihydrite (2.1%), 
hydrated silica (1.8%), magnetite (1.1%), 
anhydrite (1.0%), Fe-carbonate (0.8%), hematite 
(0.3%). 

Jezero Crater delta simulant based on orbital 
remote sensing. JEZ-1 has MGS-1 mineralogy 
with extra smectite clay, Mg-carbonate, and 
additional olivine (all detected from orbit).  

- Jezero Crater delta to be investigated by 
NASA Mars 2020 rover.  

- Local simulant (not global).  

a Simulant mixing ratios for all tables in wt%. 
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inconsistent and no systematic approach has been taken to reporting 
simulant properties. Often only very basic properties for simulants have 
been reported, such as composition (mineralogical distribution and 
elemental abundances), while other characteristics are frequently un-
known. Nonetheless, in the next section, an attempt is made to apply the 
system proposed by Marlow et al. to the most widely available simulants 
(see Table 3). 

In recent years the situation for simulants has improved and there is 
growing awareness of the issues mentioned above. Space agencies and 
others have started controlled curation and distribution efforts for 
simulants. Notable examples are the international space analog rock 
store (Bost et al. 2013 [79]), the Canadian Space Agency (CSA) plane-
tary analogue suite (Cloutis et al. 2015 [80]), ESA’s sample analog 
curation facility with its sample analog collection ESA2C (Smith et al. 
2019 [81]) and the online Planetary Simulant Database (Cannon [31]) 
providing free information on simulants, thus meeting an important 
need for the ISRU community. 

3.3. Composition and physicochemical properties of widely available 
simulants 

Table 2 gives a comprehensive overview of the origin, mineral 
composition and simulation aim for simulants available to a large 
number of researchers either in the past or at present. Additional tables 
for less used simulants and analog sites mentioned in Table 1 can be 
found in 3.1.4. 

While lunar simulants had been available at least since the 1980s, the 
first-generation of Mars simulants was introduced with JSC Mars-1 (see 
Table 2), the earliest professional Martian simulant [87]. In 1998 Allen 
et al. hand-collected a thin layer (from below a 30–40 cm overlying soil 
horizon) of altered basaltic tephra made of finely crystallized, glassy 
particles at the Pu’u Nene cinder cone on Mauna Kea Hawaii (see Fig. 4) 
[17]. 

After repeated drying and sieving, Allen et al. made this single-source 
simulant available to support scientific research, engineering studies 
and education. JSC Mars-1 filled a real need and became the best- 
established Mars simulant. As a result of the diligent initial character-
ization by Allen et al., as well as numerous studies, JSC Mars-1 is still the 
best-described simulant with multiple properties reported (see Table 3). 
However, with a mass loss of 7.8 wt% at 100 ◦C to 21.1 wt% at 600 ◦C 
(dominated by H2O) [17], JSC Mars-1 volatile content diverges signifi-
cantly from the water content of Martian soils as established in-situ by 
the Thermal and Evolved Gas Analyzer (TEGA) on Phoenix and the 
Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) on Curiosity [77,88]. 

JSC Mars-1 was so successful that when the initial 9100 kg ran out, 
the company Orbitec was contracted to re-create the simulant, even 
though by that time, Mars surface missions had collected additional 
evidence that could have facilitated the development of a more up-to- 
date simulant. The second batch was collected from the same location 
and sold over the Orbitec website (until 2017) under the name JSC Mars- 
1A [47]. In general, it is assumed that JSC-Mars-1A has nearly identical 
simulant properties to JSC Mars-1, as it is obtained from the same source 

Table 3 
Compilation of published properties of Mars simulants according to the concept introduced by Marlow et al. [25]. A dot indicates that data on this property has been 
published, while no dot indicates the apparent absence of such data.   

JSC Mars-1 JSC Mars-1Aa MMS MMS-1b MMS-2 JSC-RN P-MRS S-MRS MGS-1 MGS-1C MGS-1S JEZ-1 

Chemical properties: 
Mineralogical constituents • • • • • • • • • • •

Chemical composition • • • • • • • • • • • •

Dielectric constant •

Redox potential • • • •

pH • • • •

Electrical conductivity •

Volatiles • • •

Mechanical properties: 
Cohesive strength • •

Angle of internal friction • •

Physical properties: 
Particle size • • • • • • • • • • • •

Particle shape • • • • •

Specific surface area • • •

Density • • •

Bulk density • • • • • •

Porosity •

Water content • • • • • •

Spectral Reflectance • • • • •

Thermophysical properties:             
Albedod             

Thermal inertiad             

Magnetic properties: 
Magnetic component • •

Paramagnetism •

Magnetic susceptibilityd             

Saturation magnetization             

Organic content: 
Loss on ignition • • • • • •

Total organic carbond             

Molecular abundances •

Culturable counts •

References: [17,91] [47,89] [51] [82,89] [92] [76,77] [28] c [28]c [26,84,89] [45,84] [49] [53]  

a Claimed by Orbitec to be the same. 
b Claimed by The Martian Graden to be the same. 
c LOI results for P-MRS and S-MRS were obtained from personal communication with Jörg Fritz. 
d Properties that have not yet been reported for simulants. 
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[89]. However, Orbitec may not have taken as much care as Allen et al. 
in preventing contamination. The authors have observed that JSC 
Mars-1A contains what appear to be small plant parts (roots), which 
correlates with Wamelink et al. reporting the presence of small amounts 
of nitrate, ammonium and significant residual organics in JSC Mars-1A 
[90]. 

The first simulant established to overcome hygroscopicity of JSC 
Mars-1 was MMS (Mojave Mars Simulant), developed by Peters et al. in 
2008 [51]. Like JSC Mars-1, a first-generation simulant, MMS was made 
for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) according to a one-source 
concept using basalt mined in the western Mojave Desert (JPL tested 

various rovers and landers in the Mojave desert) and was based on 
Viking, Pathfinder and MER missions as well as on orbital data [51]. 
Peters et al. chose MMS because of its inert hygroscopic characteristics, 
its availability in various forms (dust, sand and whole rock), its physical 
and chemical characteristics, and its proximity to the JPL campus. 
Sourced basaltic boulders were mechanically crushed to create a sharp 
particle morphology, ideally suited for geotechnical tests such as rover 
wheel studies and deemed similar to Martian regolith morphology [51]. 
For further details, the interested reader is referred to the detailed 
description of MMS development and context in Clark et al. [77]. 

MMS was not available outside NASA, but since 2016 the education 
company The Martian Garden (started by a Kickstarter campaign) has 
been selling a Martian simulant to the public named MMS-1, which 
claims to be the same as MMS [55]. The company had no direct contact 
with the original developers of MMS and seems to have no specific 
geological expertise. It appears to be selling a highly altered cinder 
material (from the same general location) with abundant alteration 
minerals rather than the unaltered basalt that made up the original MMS 
[26]. While the efforts of The Martian Garden to make Mars simulants 
available to the general public are generally commendable, there is a 
real danger of professional researchers using these sub-standard simu-
lants for high-quality research (several scientific works use MMS-1 [82, 
89,93]). JSC-Mars1(A) and MMS(-1) are the major proponents of the 
first-generation single-source concept, which had a close relationship to 
analog sites for equipment testing. While the single source concept is 
still used for simulant development in 2020 (e.g., HIT-M-1 [78]), with 
evolving knowledge of Martian regolith, developers have started to use 
multiple sources for simulants. 

In P-MRS and S-MRS, J. Fritz developed the first second-generation 
simulant in 2011 by mixing carefully curated minerals from various 
locations. The simulants were developed to calibrate the Raman spec-
trometer of the ESA’s ExoMars mission and the simulant production 
process was first described by Böttger et al. [28]. In the initial paper, the 
reporting on simulant properties is minimal (see Table 3) and simulant 
properties are mentioned in various scientific publications in which the 
simulants are used chiefly in astrobiology, water retention and BIOMEX 
space experiments [83,94]. Nonetheless, the simulants follow a complex 
geological approach, factoring in different geological histories of Mars. 
They are based on observations from the OMEGA imaging spectrometer 
onboard the Mars Express, namely that phyllosilicate deposits do not 
occur in conjunction with sulfate deposits [95] and therefore simulate 
late basic conditions for the Phyllosilicate Mars Regolith Simulant 
(P-MRS) and early acidic conditions for the Sulfatic Mars Regolith 
Simulant (S-MRS) [28]. Despite being a sound concept, due to its low 
profile and limited availability, the simulant was exclusively used by 
researchers associated with DLR in Berlin. Furthermore, its name was 
not fixed and some publications use P/S-MRA for the analog instead of 
MRS [96,97]. 

Recently, two new simulants employing a similar second-generation 
concept were developed to improve the single source simulant proper-
ties of MMS(-1). They are JSC-RN (Johnson Space Center Rocknest) and 
MMS-2 (Enhanced Mars Regolith Simulant). JSC-RN developed by Clark 
(previously Hogancamp) et al. in 2019 is based on the original MMS but 
employs 22 wt% additives to approximate more precisely the chemical, 
mineralogical, and volatile properties of martian soils with the prime 
focus on low temperature evolved gases <450 ◦C [77]. MMS-2 is the 
second-generation evolution of MMS-1. The original MMS-1 is adjusted 
with 23 wt% additives with the aim of correcting deficiencies in the 
chemical composition (but not changing the erroneous mineralogical 
composition of MMS-1 [26]) [74]. 

Numerous Martian regolith properties remain currently unknown, 
with the consequence that simulant developers stick to well-established 
properties that have been measured by instruments near and on Mars. 
For example, the one property (almost) always reported, besides the 
provenance of the minerals that make up the simulants, is chemical 
composition (see Table 4). Such a focus on chemistry (that might be less 

Fig. 4. Physical appearance and particle size distribution of numerous simu-
lants available to a broad range of researchers. All simulants are depicted as- 
delivered. The depicted reference scale cube (and color target) has a 1 cm 
edge length. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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relevant, for example in engineering studies) can produce misleading 
study results [33]. 

The first third-generation simulant is MGS-1 (Mars Global Simulant), 
developed by Cannon et al. in 2019 [26]. MGS-1 is a high-fidelity sim-
ulant based on the current scientific understanding of Mars and aims to 
simulate Rocknest soil at Gale crater analyzed by MSL Curiosity. The 
simulant uses the second-generation concept employing single, carefully 
selected minerals first introduced by P/S-MRS and adds a new design 
philosophy by fusing single minerals into solid cobbles (with a binder) to 
achieve a closer match in texture and particle size distribution. 
Furthermore, Cannon et al. include an X-ray amorphous phase as an 
important simulant constituent. The authors propose that by using the 
correct mineral constituents, most properties (volatiles release, spectral 
properties and others) should more closely match real Martian regolith 
and MGS-1 correlates favorably with Mars rover and remote sensing 
measurements [26]. The simulant, which has been judged to be the most 
accurate basaltic Mars regolith simulant [89], is made available by 
CLASS Exolith Lab (UCF) as well as the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) 
and is expected to be used widely. Exolith Lab also produces versions of 
the simulant enriched in hydrated clay minerals (smectite) and poly-
hydrated sulfate gypsum, which are called MGS-1C (MGS Clay ISRU) 
[45] and MGS-1S (MGS Sulfate ISRU) [49]. These simulants are based on 
ISRU water extraction studies in the M-WIP NASA Water ISRU study 
(case C and B) [85]. Both have 40 wt% added materials and MGS-1C has 
smectite (most likely sodium montmorillonite from Wyoming [84], even 
though the most common smectites on Mars are nontronite and saponite 
[86] and MSL data indicates a clay abundance at Gale crater from ~3 to 
28 wt%, mostly smectite [99]) and MGS-1S polyhydrated sulfate gyp-
sum. As discussed in the previous section, our knowledge of Mars is 
constantly evolving, which is directly reflected in simulant develop-
ment. It has become clear that Mars is not homogenous and has a 
complex geology. The early, first-generation simulants followed a global 
concept such as JSC Mars-1 (and most currently developed simulants are 
still global, e.g., MGS-1). However, because of the heterogeneity of 
Mars, it is important to develop different site-specific simulants using 
emerging orbiter and rover data and more simulants should follow a 
local simulants approach. Recently a local simulant has been developed 
even before the instrumental rover data has been collected. With JEZ-1 
(Jezero Delta Simulant), Cannon anticipates the Jezero Carter soil based 
on orbital remote sensing data, even before Mars 2020 has arrived [53]. 

3.4. Overview of rare Mars simulants 

As discussed in 3.1.1 above, researchers have tended to create their 
individual simulants, which led to many simulants that have found 
limited use as they were available only to a small group of researchers. 
This section lists rare simulants in three tables according to the previ-
ously introduced generation concept (Table 5: First-generation simu-
lants; Table 6: Second-generation simulants; and Table 7: Mars-like 
terrestrial locations/analog sites and rover testbeds). 

4. ISRU regolith bonding concepts 

4.1. History of ISRU material and processing concepts 

Many of the ISRU material and processing concepts discussed in the 
current research were first introduced for the Moon during the 1960s, 
1970s and 1980s when the Apollo program’s ethos and knowledge 
prompted a vast array of studies on lunar regolith ISRU. In Table 8, an 
extraordinary example of such work from 1963 is reproduced. In his 
book ‘The geology of a Lunar base,’ Green proposed various applications 
for basalt processing on a Lunar base, introducing the concepts for cast 
basalt, sintered basalt and spun basalt [109]. A further example of such 
research is a 1972 NASA-funded concept study of lunar settlements, 
which detailed materials and manufacturing on the Moon with direct 
use of Lunar resources [16]. In this study, Dalton et al. proposed that 
looking at power requirements, the direct utilization of regolith and 
rocks is superior to the separation of elements for metals, oxides (glass, 
ceramics) and single elements. Also, in 1977 Phinney et al. discussed 
lunar resources and their use. They proposed the processing of regolith 
into structural metals, glasses and ceramics for power satellites, lunar 
settlements or industrial facilities [110]. Concepts for processing routes 
for metals (especially iron reduction) were elaborated in detail. Finally, 
a concise summary of all ISRU concepts for ceramics (including metals) 
was given by Happel [111]. While early laboratory works on ISRU 
focused exclusively on lunar simulants, the introduction of the first 
Martian regolith simulant JSC Mars-1 in 1998 led to a period in which 
researchers tended to use Lunar and Martian simulants in the same 
studies. This is mirrored in review literature on the topic, which either 
focuses on Lunar ISRU or discusses ISRU material concepts for the Moon 
and Mars in conjunction (except for a short review by Scheerbaum from 
2000, reporting exclusively on Martian construction materials [112]). 
For example, recent advances in Lunar ISRU were discussed insightfully 

Table 4 
Oxide constituents in wt% for simulants made available to a wide group of researchers.  

Com- 
pound 

JSC Mars-1 
[17] 

JSC Mars-1A 
[47] 

MMS 
[51] 

MMS-1b 

[82] 
MMS-2c 

[92] 
JSC-RN 

[77] 
P- 

MRSd 
S- 

MRSd 
MGS-1 
[42] 

MGS-1C 
[45] 

MGS-1S 
[49] 

JEZ-1 
[53] 

SiO2 43.5 34.5–44 49.4 57.3 50.9 45.82 43.6 31.8 45.57 56.13 31.9 44.2 
Al2O3 23.3 18.5–23.5 17.1 12.9 10 13.66 11.2 5.6 9.43 16.89 10.6 11.3 
FeO(T) – 2.5–3.5 – – 32.4 17.71 – – 16.85 8.24 – 9.5 
Fe2O3 15.6 9–12 10.87 9.1 n.a. – 20.3 19.9 – – 11.9 – 
MnO 0.3 0.2–0.3 0.17 0.1 0.1 0.18 0.17 0.41 0.1 0.04 0.1 0.1 
MgO 3.4 2.5–3.5 6.08 4.1 5.2 9.51 4.48 10.9 16.5 12.57 6.4 25.9 
CaO 6.2 5–6 10.45 4.9 n.a. 7.97 4.67 18.4 4.03 2.02 20.0 3.5 
Na2O 2.4 2–2.5 3.28 4.2 n.a. 3.05 0.29 1.04 3.66 1.91 – 1.9 
K2O 0.6 0.5–0.6 0.48 n.a. n.a. 0.54 1.07 0.86 0.43 0.47 0.6 0.3 
TiO2 3.8 3–4 1.09 1.1 1.1 1.06 0.45 0.98 0.3 0.21 0.3 0.2 
P2O5 0.9 0.7–0.9 0.17 0.2 n.a. 0.16 0.56 0.42 0.37 0.35 0.9 0.6 
Cr2O3 n.a. n.a. 0.05 n.a. 0.1 0.06 n.a. n.a. 0.12 0.02 0.1 0.3 
SO3 n.a. n.a. 0.10 n.a. n.a. 1.77 <0.1 2.7 2.63 1.16 16.6 2.1 
Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.43 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.3 n.a. 
LOI n.a.a n.a. (3.39) 4.0 n.a. (~2) 12.4 6.4 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
Total 100 n.a. 99.4 97.9 99.8 99.65 99.19 96.71 99.99 100.01 99.7 100  

a LOI of JSC Mars-1 was reported with 21.8 wt% [17]. 
b On their website, the Martian Garden gives conflicting compositions: on the one hand, it reproduces the original MMS analysis but, on the other publishes an XRF 

analysis report from Metallurgical Eng. Services Inc [98]. with quite different compositions. Here, a third-party analysis by Caporale et al. [82] is reproduced. 
c XRF results are reported not for oxides but base metals – it is assumed this is a mistake, values were corrected (e.g., not silicon but SiO2 etc.). 
d XRF results for P-MRS and S-MRS obtained from personal communication with Jörg Fritz. 
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by Lim et al. in 2017 [113] and extraterrestrial construction materials 
(in general) were reviewed extensively by Naser [114–116]. 

4.2. Categorizing regolith bonding concepts 

In line with the judgment from of Dalton et al., that directly using 
regolith and rocks is to be preferred over separating elements [16] and 
beneficiating regolith, which is why this review focused exclusively on 
regolith bonding concepts (except for two examples for regolith reduc-
tion, which can be considered relevant for early ISRU) with a special 
focus on Mars ISRU. 

We propose to break down the various regolith bonding concepts 
into seven categories: sintering, melting, powder pressing, powder 
agglomeration, aggregate bonding, chemical fusion and freezing. Using 
this approach, an overview graph has been developed (see Fig. 5) to list 
all the regolith bonding concepts found in the literature. 

In the following section, each sub-section describes works that first 
proposed the specific bonding concept for Lunar ISRU (as solely Martian 
studies are seldomly available) or Martian ISRU and aims to name one at 
least recent Martian ISRU study for each concept in particular. 

In general, recent studies were often unavailable and literature on 
ISRU laboratory studies tends to focus on somewhat extravagant mate-
rials processing approaches, while few studies of traditional processes 
long established on Earth are available. Finally, each introduced concept 
is briefly discussed regarding applicability for early ISRU on Mars. 

4.2.1. Sintering 
The essential process for producing ceramics on earth is sintering, 

the compacting and forming of a solid mass by heat or pressure. The first 
laboratory study on sintering regolith was carried out by Simonds in 
1973. He investigated the formation of geological features found on the 
Moon by sintering Fra Mauro glass (landing site of Apollo 14), producing 
compacts with porosities from ~10 to 80% [117]. To test whether lunar 
breccias formed under lower temperatures, Simonds employed oven 

sintering and hot pressing. Subsequent studies employed powder 
pressing followed by thermal sintering of lunar regolith simulants (Allen 
et al. [118] or Hintze [119], who produced a great number of large tiles 
by sintering in a furnace at 1125 ◦C for thruster tests). 

For the calibration of the MSL Curiosity rover laser-induced break-
down spectrometer (ChemCam), Vaniman et al. produced ceramic 
calibration targets aimed at simulating minerals at Gale Crater (see 
Fig. 6) [72]. The well-documented Nontronite (NAu-2) and Kaolinite 
(KGa-2) clays from the clay minerals society’s source clays repository 
were pre-fired at 1000 ◦C to induce a phase change (as clay swelling in 
humidity would make the samples unstable on a Mars mission). Subse-
quently, the clays were mixed with different amounts of anhydrite for 
the sulfate component and olivine-phyric tholeiitic basalt for the basaltic 
detritus (for amounts, see Fig. 6a). 

Aiming to not release sulfur from the sulfate mineral component, 
Vaniman et al. performed sintering at 800 ◦C (which required the 
addition of a 9 wt% lithium tetraborate flux), producing ceramics with 
distinctive terracotta colors for the nontronite-containing mixtures 
(Fig. 6b). Samples had high porosity (see Fig. 4c) but were stable enough 
to be carried to Mars by Curiosity as ceramic targets that provide com-
positions close to the soils and sedimentary materials of Gale crater. 

An example of Martian regolith simulant processing with radiant 
furnace sintering is Grossmann, who sintered simple shapes employing 
Martian MGS-1 simulant powders with different particle size distribu-
tions shaped via vibrational compaction in silica molds. Powder com-
pacts of different particle fractions were sintered at 1150 and 1200 ◦C 
for 30 min resulting in a compressive strength of ~27–77 MPa with 
0.5–13.8% porosities (volume) [120]. 

Karl et al. introduced wet-processing of Martian regolith simulant 
coupled with radiant furnace sintering similar to traditional ceramic 
processing on Earth. In work from 2018, slip-casting of non-clay JSC 
Mars-1A was used to create green bodies with complex shapes [121], 
followed by the development of clay containing MGS-1C/8 (5 wt% 
smectite clay) wet-processing material system that could be shaped 

Table 5 
First-generation simulants.  

Name and reference Material origin/description Simulation aim/based on Remarks 

Columbia river basalt - 
Baker et al., 2000 [44]. 

Tripped, crushed (and ground) high-Fe basalt 
from the Saddle Mountains series of the 
Columbia River Basalt Group. 

Martian analog basalt used for experimental 
hydrothermal alteration aiming to 
reproduce Martian meteorite minerals.  

- Basalt in CO2-saturated aqueous fluids 
produced carbonate Minerals [44].  

- Close chemistry to global Martian regolith 
[30]. 

Salten skov I - Nørnberg 
et al., 2009 [58]. 

Red-colored sediments of Salten skov in central 
Denmark with high amount of hematite, 
maghemite and goethite. 

As chemical and magnetic dust analog based 
on Viking, Pathfinder and, MER rover 
missions.  

- Salten s. minerals used since 2005 as bio. 
simulant [100].  

- Chemistry very different from Martian dust. 
SSC1/2 (Surrey Space 

Centre) - Scott and Saaj 
2009/2012 [62,63]. 

SSC-1 is sieved dusty silica sand with 63 μm to 
1.3 mm particle size and some silt. SSC-2 is a 
crushed garnet mineral sand between 30 and 90 
μm supplied by GMA Garnet Group. 

Developed by Surrey Space Centre (SSC) for 
hardware testing (micro rover 
trafficability).  

- Used in ESA ExoMars Phase A Rover Study. 

Fuller’s Earth/Smectite clay 
- Gaier et al., 2010 [66]. 

Commercial clay mixture with montmorillonite, 
kaolinite, and attapulgite. 

Based on simulated Martian dust storm 
observed by Mariner 9 spacecraft [101].  

- Used for dust devil experiments to test space 
suits. 

ES-1/2/3/4 (Engineering 
Soil simulants) - Brunskill 
et al., 2011 and Oravec 
et al., 2021 [69,70]. 

Commercially available products, supplied by 
Sibelco UK Ltd (source ES-4 unkown): Stjernoy 
nepheline syenite S7 for fine dust analog (ES-1), 
Red Hill 110 silica sand for fine aeolian sand 
analog (ES-2), Leighton Buzzard DA30 silica 
sand for coarse sand analog (ES-3) and compact 
silty sand with gravel (ES-4). 

Geotechnical simulants for ExoMars rover 
testbed, focusing mainly on particle size 
distributions based on Viking, Pathfinder, 
MER and Phoenix missions.  

- Material chosen for short delivery time to fill 
70 tonnes sandbox.  

- Detailed characterization in Ref. [24].  
- ES-2 processing not suitable for the production 

of multi-ton quantities [24].  
- The material origin of the silty sand with gravel 

making up ES-4 is not published. 
Source clay minerals used by 

Vaniman et al., 2012 [72] 
and El-Maarry et al., 2015 
[73]. 

Source clays from the clay repository of the clay 
minerals society: Uley mine Nontronite (NAu- 
2), high-defect Kaolin (KGa-2), Wyoming Na- 
Montmorillonite (SWy-2), Texas Ca- 
Montmorillonite (STx-1b). 

Noachian-aged terrains are closely 
associated with phyllosilicate occurrences 
and smectites in particular. Repository clays 
are expected to be homogenous with 
properties widely researched and published. 

-Source clays upon the best characterized clay 
materials in the world, details can be found 
under https://www.clays.org/sourceclays_data/- 
Used by Vaniman et al. as ChemCam calibration 
targets (sintered with a flux) [72]. 

Quartz simulant used by 
Knak Jensen et al., 2014 
[75]. 

Commercially available quartz (Merck, 
1.07536). 

Chosen as an analog for erosion study 
because of its simple chemical composition. 

- Used to research wind-driven erosion produc-
ing highly reactive sites on mineral grain sur-
faces as a possible methane sink on Mars. 

HIT-M-1 (Harbin Inst. of 
Tech) -Martian Simulant 
1) - Zheng and Qiao 2020 
[78]. 

Not further specified raw material from a 
volcano in the Jilin Province of China. 

Mars average chemical composition 
compared to RN bulk from Achilles et al., 
2017 [102].  

- Developed for welding experiments with solar 
concentrator.  

- Except for XRF analysis not further specified.  
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using all typical ceramics processing routes (slip casting, hand forming, 
material extrusion, binder jetting additive manufacturing, as well as 
dry-pressing) [22]. The slip-cast JSC Mars-1A green bodies were sintered 
at 1000 ◦C and 1130 ◦C (with holding times of 10 min and 10 h), giving 
porous ceramics similar to terracotta with a Weibull flexural strength 
(ring test) of 15–51 MPa [121], with the MGS-1C/8 sintered in terres-
trial and simulated Martian atmosphere 1130–1160 ◦C (with various 
holding times) resulting in relatively dense ceramics (see Fig. 7) with 
Weibull flexural strength of with 57.5/53.3 MPa in terrestrial/simulated 
Martian atmosphere [22]. Wet-processing - the most used shaping 
method for ceramic materials on Earth - has several advantages over dry 
processing (higher packing density of green bodies, no/fewer additives 

needed, complex shapes possible, convenient feedstock handling), 
making it a valuable addition to the ISRU portfolio for Mars (the merits 
of radiant furnace sintering are discussed in conjunction with micro-
wave sintering in the passage below). 

Another method of inducing heat for sintering is the use of micro-
waves for materials that couple with this radiation. Based on the 
observation that lunar regolith contains ilmenite (FeTiO3), which shows 
high microwave absorption, Meek et al. studied microwave sintering of 
lunar regolith simulant [122]. With the goal of producing fused ceramics 
materials, reactant grade chemicals were fritted, milled and pressed into 
pellets. Microwave radiation at 25 GHz was used for microwave sin-
tering, producing samples of various densities with a compressive 

Table 6 
Second-generation simulants.  

Name and reference Material origin/description Simulation aim/based on Remarks 

Six simulants for 
biotoxicity study used 
by Schuerger et al., 
2012 [48]. 

Ground mixtures of various minerals <200 μm 
of various proportions with sodium sulfate, 
sodium perchlorate, sodium carbonate, 
olivine, pyroxene, magnesite, Ti-magnetite, 
magnesium chloride, jarosite, kieserite, 
hematite, halite, gypsum, ferrihydrite, 
ferricopiapite, brushite, calcium carbonate, 
basalt, anhydrite from various sources. 

Simulate potentially biotoxic geochemistries: 
Control (unaltered basalt only), high salt 
(Burroughs subclass), acidic (Paso Robles class), 
alkaline (Viking soils weakly alkaline/ 
perchlorate (Phoenix), and aeolian (Laguna 
class) all based on contemp. missions.  

- Used to test the survival of terrestrial 
microorganisms under Martian conditions (in 
Mars Simulation Chamber for equatorial Mars 
conditions). 

JMSS-1 (Jining Martian 
Soil Simulant) - Zeng 
et al., 2015 [52]. 

Crushed mixtures <1 mm of Jining basalt 
(93%) with magnetite (3%) and hematite (2%) 
from Hebei (China). 

Similar chemistry, mineralogy and physical 
properties to Martian basaltic soil, observed by 
Spirit and Opportunity. 

- Claimed that JMSS-1 mechanical comminu-
tion process closely resembles the physical 
weathering processes on Mars [52]. 

UC Mars1 (University of 
Canterbury Mars 
Simulant) - Scott et al., 
2017 [56]. 

Milled, washed and mixed volcanic materials 
obtained from Banks Peninsula (New Zealand) 
of jaw crushed basalt (47%), <300 μm washed 
basalt (37%), jaw crushed volcanic glass (7%), 
<300 μm washed volcanic glass (9%). 

Simulates particle size, chemistry and 
mineralogyof regolith at the Gusev Crater near 
the Columbia Hills based on Spirit rover for 
infrastructure development studies.  

- Designed to produce 10 kg to several hundred 
kilograms batches.  

- Used for magnesium-based cements [103]. 

Y-Mars (Yellowknife- 
Mars) - Stevens et al., 
2018 [59]. 

Crushed and sieved minerals obtained 
commercially from Richard Tayler Minerals 
(UK) of albite (31.1%), saponite (30.5%), 
augite (13.1%), magnetite 5.3%), enstatite 
(4.2%), dunite (3.9%), anhydrite (3.6%), 
sanidine (1.7%), pyrrhotite (2.9%), selenite 
(1.4%). 

Geochemical analog to the Sheepbed mudstone 
based on John Klein drill hole at Gale Crater 
from Mars Science Laboratory.  

- Hard to obtain saponite handpicked from 
vesicles in basalt.  

- Pressed to form pellets of simulated mudstone.  
- Applications for astrobiological research. 

KMS-1 (Korea Mars 
Simulant) - Kang 2018 
[64]. 

Crushed Yeoncheon basalt (74.9%) from 
Hantangang River (South Korea) mixed with 
elements from unsp. origin with SiO2 (11.8%), 
Fe2O3 (7.7%), MgO (5.4%) and <0.2% Al2O3, 
CaO, SO3 (values recalculated to 100% from 
Ref. [64]). 

Mars average value chemical composition based 
on Viking, Pathfinder and MER rover mission.  

- Algorithm used to fit each chemical 
component’s difference to <1% of average 
Mars regolith.  

- Available in fine sand <3 mm and fine dust <1 
mm. 

Neu Mars1 (Northeastern 
University Mars1) - 
Guan et al., 2019 [67]. 

Crushed and ball milled and sieved basalt 
(93%) from Chahar volcanic group in 
Wulanchabu (inner Mongolia, China) mixed 
with magnetite (4%) and hematite (3%) of 
unspecified origin. 

Average global simulant based on Mars landing 
detection data, and chemical and phase 
composition of JSC Mars-1 and JMSS-1 soil 
simulants. 

- Basalt powder was oven-dried to remove vol-
atiles.- High on alkali metal oxides (Al2O3, 
Na2O, and K2O) and low on MgO compared 
with Martian soil and other soil simulants.  

Table 6 (continued). Second-generation simulants. 

Name and reference Material origin/description Simulation aim/based on Remarks 

OUCM-1/2 (Open 
University simulants) - 
Ramkissoon et al., 2019 
[30]. 

Crushed and sieved minerals obtained from Mayko 
Natursteinwerke GmbH, Northern Geological 
SuppliesLtd., Dr. F. Krantz GmbH, Sibelco and Scangrit, 
UK of (OUCM-1): Fe-silicate (30%), phono-tephrite 
(40%), quartz (3%), dunite (8%), anorthosite (7%), 
wollastonite (3%), pyrite (4%), magnetite (3%), apatite 
(1%), gypsum (1%). 

Simulates global Mars chemistry (with 
focus on Fe2+ conc.) and particle size based 
on Rocknest region analyzed by Curiosity.  

- All OU simulants in five particle size 
fractions (>900 μm, 900–400 μm, 
400-300 μm, 300–280 μm and <280 
μm).  

- All OU simulants used to study pot. 
habitability of Martian environments.  

- OUCM-2 with modified Fe2+

concentration. 
OUEB-1/2 (Open 

University Early Basaltic) 
- Ramkissoon et al., 2019 
[30]. 

Crushed and sieved minerals of (OUEB-1): Fe-silicate 
(30%), phono-tephrite (10%), quartz (14%), dunite 
(19%), anorthosite (12%), wollastonite (12%), magnetite 
(2%), apatite (1%). 

Simulates regional Mars chemistry (with 
focus on Fe2+ conc.) based on Zagami 
shergottite meteorite.  

- OUEB-2 with modified Fe2+

concentration. 

OUHR-1/2 (Open 
University Hematite- 
Rich) - Ramkissoon et al., 
2019 [30]. 

Crushed and sieved minerals of (OUHR-1): Fe-silicate 
(19%), phono-tephrite (27%), quartz (3%), dunite (11%), 
anorthosite (6%), wollastonite (3%), pyrite (6%), 
magnetite (4%), apatite (1%), hematite (20%). 

Simulates regional Mars chemistry (with 
focus on Fe2+ conc.) of regolith at Hematite 
Slope at Meridiani Planum analyzed by 
Opportunity.  

- OUHR-2 with modified Fe2+

concentration. 

OUSR-1/2 (Open 
University Sulfur-Rich) - 
Ramkissoon et al., 2019 
[30]. 

Combined minerals of (OUSR-1): Fe-silicate (10%), 
phono-tephrite (27%), dunite (8%), pyrite (40%), 
magnetite (3%), apatite (7%), gypsum (5%). 

Simulates regional chemistry (with focus 
on Fe2+ conc.) of Paso Robles composition 
at Columbia Hills analyzed by Spirit.  

- OUSR-2 with modified Fe2+

concentration.  
- Pyrite as altern. for non-available Fe- 

sulfates used.  
- Fe2+ conc. not equiv. to those believed 

on Mars.  
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strength of 5–25 MPa [122]. Elaborating on this approach, Taylor and 
Meek fused 80 g of real lunar soil from Apollo 17 [123], revealing that 
results from the microwave sintering of simulants were misleading, as 
nanophase-sized Fe0 grains set within silicate glass were claimed to have 
absorbed high amounts of energy (a topic that is still controversially 
discussed). Taylor (with others) discussed problems of applicability for 
lunar simulants in great detail [38–40]. 

The use of heat from an external source for radiant furnace sintering 

(e.g., fire or heating element) is the predominant sintering approach on 
Earth. While ISRU proponents might find the idea of firing ceramic kilns 
for several days unnerving (and therefore be excited about such a ‘fast’ 
process as microwave sintering), this long process is a quintessential 
requirement for sintering non-technical powders (i.e., regolith). Firstly, 
during ramp-up, the gas release needs to be rigorously controlled to 
ensure parts do not explode during fast heating and that gases are not 
trapped inside the body by closed outside pores (bloating). Secondly, 

Table 7 
Mars-like terrestrial locations/analog sites and rover testbeds.  

Name and reference Material origin/description Simulation aim/based on Remarks 

Chilean Atacama desert 
(Yungay) Mars analog soil - 
Navarro-Gonzalez et al., 
2003 [43]. 

Soil samples collected from various locations in 
the Atacama Desert in Northern Chile (at the 
precipitations gradient in a north-to-south 
transect centered on ~70◦W between 24◦S and 
28◦S [43]). 

Simulates Mars soils investigated by the Viking 
Biology Experiment, employed in organics analysis.  

- Atacama Desert has been widely 
used as an organic Mars soil 
analog.  

- No specific location fixed (various 
general locations used by different 
groups).  

- Used for GC-MS analysis [104, 
105]. 

Rio Tinto River Basin - 
Fernández-Remolar et al., 
2003 [46]. 

Samples collected at various locations in the 
northern domain of Rio Tinto River Basin 
(Huelva/Spain) of ferric iron-enriched sediments 
dominated by sulfate and oxyhydroxide 
associations. 

Bulk Mars analog for acid-sulfate chemistry based on 
aqueous origin of jarosite and hematite found via 
Mössbauer meas. from Opportunity [106].  

- Allows engineers to fine-tune 
mineralogy-based rover in-
struments [25].  

- Poor match for Martian physical or 
mechanical properties. 

Navajo hematite concretions in 
Utah - Chan et al., 2004 [50]. 

Soil samples analyzed from Jurassic Navajo 
Sandstone of southern Utah. 

Model for hematite-rich spherical balls from 
Opportunity at Meridiani Planum.  

- To study history of fluid flow in the 
hematite region of Mars.  

- Abundance of quartz (no spectral 
matches on Mars). 

Acid–saline lakes of Western 
Australia - Benison and 
Bowen 2006 [54]. 

Soil samples from Yilgarn Craton of Western 
Australia Lake Aerodrome, Lake Cowan basin 
Bandee Lakes. 

Terrestrial analog for the Burns formation acid saline 
systems analyzed by MER.  

- Claimed to be strikingly similar in 
mineralogy, sedimentary 
structures, and diagenetic feature 
[50]. 

Moon Plain area of Southern 
Australia - Clarke et al., 2006 
[57]. 

Regolith of the Moon Plain area outside Cooper 
Pedy (South Australia) rich in magnesium 
sulfates (mainly epsomite), gypsum and clay. 

Proposed Mars analog site for water ISRU plant based 
on hydrated calcium and magnesium sulfates found 
by Opportunity at Terra Meridiani.  

- Regolith at site proposed to contain 
epsomite, gypsum, and smectite 
clays in abundances above 10%, 
each [57]. 

Mars PJ (Peruvian Mars 
Analog) - Peeters et al., 2009 
[60] and Valdivia-Silva 
et al., 2011 [61]. 

Soil samples collected from Arequipa (16◦S41- 
44′ W72◦01–02′) and the Pampas de La Joya 
desert (between 16◦S and 17◦S latitude). 

Chemical and organic Martian hyperarid analog with 
sulfate mineralogy and organic content with extreme 
salinity based on rover and orbiter missions.  

- Used mainly for astrobiological 
studies  

- Used for potatoes in high salinity 
environments [107].  

- Mars PJ: https://pampasdelajoya. 
wixsite.com/marspj. 

Dry Valleys of Antarctica - 
Tamppari et al., 2012 [65]. 

Soil samples excavated in McMurdo Dry Valleys 
(Taylor/University) in Antarctica. 

Organic host analog/climate analog sites used for 
Phoenix Lander testing and soil analyzed.  

- Compared to Martian meteorite 
and simulant of Pheonix soil [108]. 

Great Salt Lake, analog for 
martian hypersaline aqu. 
Sys. - Perl and Baxter 2020 
[68]. 

Hypersaline north arm of the Great Salt Lake 
(GSL) in Utah with evaporitic environment, 
generated by halite and gypsum precipitation 
events. 

Analog for ancient Martian salt lakes and evaporitic 
systemsAnticipated to be studied in Jezero Crater by 
Mars 2020 rover Perseverance.  

- Work on biosignature preservation 
in GSL could inform missions on 
Mars. 

JPL Lab 82/107 (Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory) sand 
boxes - Perko et al., 2006 
[71]. 

Washed ruby garnet mix (Lab 82, and washed 
silica sand (Lab 107), both dust free; 

Indoor sand box test facilities at JPL during the time 
of the 2003 Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission to 
simulate soil mechanics for rover tests and other 
equipment for Mars exploration.  

- Origin of materials not further 
specified.  

Table 7 (continued). Mars-like terrestrial locations/analog sites and rover testbeds. 

JPL MER Yard at building 
317 - Perko et al., 2006 
[71]. 

Crushed volcanic rock. Mars Exploration Rover (MER) Spirit and 
Opportunity landing sites.  

- Origin of materials not further 
specified.  

- Silt content 5. % 

JPL Mars Yard - Perko 
et al., 2006 [71]. 

Granite brick dust (decomposed) and cinders with washed 
sand (in 2006 [71].), in the early 2000s–25 tons of MMS 
sand simulant were mixed into the previous materials 
[70]. 

Mars Yard is a simulated Martian landscape 
developed by the Mars Technology Program and 
used by to test different prototypes for example 
Mars 2020.  

- Large obstacles used for MER 
simulants  

- Silt content 2. %  
- Soil is stored in unprotected 

outdoor area and constantly 
changing. 

Astrium Mars Yard in 
Stevenage (UK) - 
Gouache et al., 2011 
[24]. 

Washed dry quartz sand (dust-free). Used for early ExoMars rover traction testing at the 
Astrium Mars Yard in Stevenage (UK).  

- Origin of materials not further 
specified.  

- Later materials used for 
ExoMars were SSC1/2 and ES- 
1/2/3. 

M90 (Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory) - Oravec 
et al., 2021 [70]. 

A fine grained, poorly graded, sand supplied by Soil 
Direct, which was kiln dried. 

Used for Mars 2020 wheel studies and testing 
especially focusing on traction capabilities for 
sand dunes and ripples.  

- Specific sand used for M90 us 
unkown (the Soil Direct website 
lists different sands).  

- Oravec et al. give M90 the 
highest fidelity ranking for 
surface mobility studies [70].  
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high-performance ceramics will require dense sintering, which is an 
intricate and sensitive process (see Karl et al. [22]) best controlled over 
longer times. Thirdly, ceramic production often necessitates a slow 
cool-down to prevent dunting (cracking from rapid cool-down) due to 
thermal stresses induced from phase transformations during sintering (e. 
g., cristobalite and quartz inversions). While microwave sintering might 
be feasible for highly purified technical ceramics and porcelains, process 
control issues for non-hybrid microwave ovens (microwave coupling 
regions cannot be controlled [124]) and rapid processing times are not 
well suited to for non-beneficiated/unpurified Martian regolith 
materials. 

Hot pressing used by Simonds (discussed earlier) falls within alter-
native sintering approaches that have recently received attention under 
the term cold sintering [125]. Such cold sintering has been applied by 
Chow et al., who were able to achieve high strength values using 
quasi-static compaction of JSC Mars-1A at increased pressures 
(360–800 MPa) or impact compaction with various boundaries resulting 
in parts with flexural strengths in the range of sintered ceramics from 23 
to 45 MPa [126]. Chow et al. further showed direct compression of 

pre-dried JSC Mars-1A simulant using similar compaction procedures. 
The researchers theorize that compression induces a phase trans-
formation of nanoparticulate iron oxide phases (npOx) into goethite or 
magnetite, acting as a binder phase. Powder compacts produced from 
JSC Mars-1A had ~30 MPa flexural strength for quasi-static and ~50 
MPa for dynamic compaction, similar to those of solid rocks. In general, 
dynamic compaction of powders leading to cold plastic flow is catego-
rized as a pressure-assisted sintering technique. While natural shock 
sintering is typically observed in rock formation, achieving such high 
pressures industrially is challenging [125] and the ISRU feasibility of the 
method proposed by Chow et al. for habitat building may be 
questionable. 

4.2.2. Melting 
In 1972 Da et al. elaborated on the direct melting of regolith for cast 

basalt (see Fig. 8) previously introduced by Green [109]: A melt of 
regolith is produced, poured into forms and cooled slowly with the 
material crystallizing instead of vitrifying [16]. On Earth, such cast 
basalt has various applications in thermal power stations for the 

Table 8 
Exemplary applications of processed basalt on a Lunar base proposed in 1963 by Green [109].  

Cast basalt Sintered basalt Spun basalt (fibers) 

Furnace material for water-extraction operations Nozzles Cloth and bedding 
Crusher jaws Tubing Resilient shock-absorbing 

pads 
Pipes and conduits Wire-drawing dies Acoustic insulation 
Conveyor material (pneumatic, hydraulic, sliding) Ball bearings Thermal insulation 
Linings for ball, tube or pug mills and for flue ducts, ventilators, cyclers, drains, mixers, tanks, electrolyzers, 

mineral dressing equipment 
Wheels Filler in sulfur cement 

Tiles and bricks Low-torque fasteners Fine springs 
Sidings Studs Packing material 
Nose cones Furniture and tableware Strainers or filters 
Track rails Low-load axles for industrial or 
Ties Scientific equipment, frames and yokes agricultural use 
Pylons Light tools  
Heavy-duty containers for “garden and orchard” use Light duty containers and flasks for 

laboratory use  
Radar dish frames Pump housings  
Mirror bases   
Thermal rods    

Fig. 5. Overview of proposed regolith bonding concepts for early ISRU.  
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manufacture of hoppers, bends, pipelines, trenches and coal piping. 
Melting of regolith could also be used to draw (basalt) fibers [16]. Blacic 
suggested that lunar glasses (for example, in the form of fibers) would 
possess very high tensile strength (compared to similar materials on 
Earth) due to the hard vacuum conditions on the Moon, where no hy-
drolysis of Si–O bonds would occur [127]. 

Melting experiments with JSC Mars-1 were undertaken by Carpenter 
et al. in a conventional oven under argon purge and in a microwave 
oven. They produced quenched basalt glass beads, noting dispersed 
metallic iron particles within the melt body and settled or nucleated FeP 
spherules [128]. Using JSC-1 lunar simulant and a self-made Mars 
simulant (aiming for the chemical composition of JSC Mars-1), Ray et al. 
developed glass magnets by melting at 1500 ◦C and quenching on a steel 
plate or into a steel mold [129]. The researchers obtained opaque glasses 
that were almost black, which they attributed to the iron oxides in the 
samples. Glass samples were soft magnets and displayed ferromagnetic 
behavior [130]. In further work, the group pulled meter-long JSC-1 glass 
fibers from melts, which they proposed to use for composite materials 
and structural applications [131]. Recently, Schleppi et al. produced 
mirrors from glasses made by microwave heating of lunar simulants and 
coating with aluminum or silver, which reflected 30%–85% of incident 
solar light (uncoated samples reflected <7%) [132]. The use of melting 
for glass or glass-ceramics is a realistic processing option for early ISRU 
on Mars that could be used to produce glass fibers for insulation and as 

aggregate for other bonding approaches discussed here. 

4.2.3. Powder pressing 
While the use of loose regolith is being considered to shield habitats 

from radiation, meteoroid impact and launch blast debris, further sta-
bility could be gained by compacting regolith into slopes with very high 
angles (up to vertical for low load levels) [111] and compaction by 
powder pressing is a typical forming route for oxidic powders widely 
used on Earth. Boyd et al., in 1989 proposed a similar approach to dry 
compaction using cold pressing, naming it duricrete. The group 
employed self-made simulants (12% MgSO4, 1% NaCl, 2% Fe2O3, and 
85% bentonite clay or Pennsylvania nontronite) and different fiber ad-
ditives (nylon mesh, rayon cloth, kevlar fiber or glass wool) plus water 
or sulfur (sulfur with heating), obtaining a compressive strength of 
1.8–3.97 MPa [133]. Similarly, in 1992 Ishikawa et al. put forward 
smectite clay (which can be found on Mars) as raw material for dry and 
non-dry pressing (see Fig. 9) [134]. 

The group cold pressed dry and non-dry silica sand with different 
amounts of bentonite (see Table 9). Pressed bricks showed compressive 
strength ranging from 0.87 to 7.39 MPa depending on material mixtures 
and water absorbed in the bentonite [134]. 

A similar material system of MGS-1 and 5 wt% montmorillonite 
(MGS-1C/8) was used of late by Karl et al. to press green bodies with a 
compressive strength of 1.64 ± 0.08 MPa (the somewhat lower 

Fig. 6. (a) Ternary diagram with as-mixed weight proportions of basalt, anhydrite and processed clay minerals in the ceramic targets. (b) Discs of ceramics from 
mixtures of pre-fired source clays (1000 ◦C) with anhydrite, basalt and 9 wt% Li2B4O7 flux sintered at 800 ◦C. (c) Micrographs of polished sections of these ChemCam 
ceramic calibration targets carried to Mars by Curiosity. Images open access permission (CC BY) from Vaniman et al. [72]. 

Fig. 7. (a) Optical micrographs of polished crosssections of ceramics sintered in oxidizing atmosphere (LSD O2) and simulated Mars atmosphere (LSD Mars) from 
green bodies generated by layerwise slurry deposition of MGS-1C/8 slurry coupled with binder jetting. (a and b) Weibull fracture probability plots of such ceramics 
with (a) LSD O2 and (b) LSD Mars. Images open access permission (CC BY) from Karl et al. [22]. 
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compressive strength compared to Ishikawa is likely to stem from the 
low smectite clay content) [84]. Recently, Chow et al. used high pres-
sures to form powder compacts of montmorillonite (see Fig. 10) using 
what they described as direct formation (work by the same group using 
higher pressures with JSC Mars-1 has been discussed in the section on 

cold sintering) [135]. 
Pellets made from smectites (montmorillonite), dried at tempera-

tures from 90 to 600 ◦C for 10 h, were quasi-statically compacted with 
rigid lateral boundary in a rigid steel dye with 150 MPa, which gave 
parts with an average flexural strength of 2.29–8.93 MPa (higher water 
content resulted in higher flexural strength). Samples produced using 
the free boundary and flexible tube boundary conditions lead to even 
higher flexural strength (see Fig. 10c). 

Pressed/rammed clay earth has been and is widely used on Earth to 
build large structures (which is illustrated by an estimation from 1994 of 
a third of the world’s population living in houses built of earth [136]) 
and the clay material system is re-gaining interest because of clima-
te/energy issue associated with concrete. As they require only minimal 
processing, powder compacts with or without clay from pressing (and 
powder agglomeration, see 4.2.4) can be expected to play a vital role in 
early ISRU approaches to building infrastructure on Mars. 

4.2.4. Powder agglomeration 
Besides the compaction of powder from pressure, an often-observed 

phenomenon is powder agglomeration leading to powder compacts from 
vibration, moisture or when powder colloids are dried. Various authors 
have proposed that agglomeration phenomena could be used to 
compact/fuse regolith. In 1985, Beyer used a version of dry compaction 
based on a process from the refractory industry [137]. Named Lunar-
crete, dry lunar regolith would be compacted using vibration in a mold. 
Depending on regolith properties, the compact could also be fixated 
using a low-temperature binder or post sintered (as done by Grossmann 
for MGS-1 [120]). 

A different approach to forming powder compacts (especially from 
materials containing nanoparticle-sized powders) is colloidal wet- 
processing, followed by the fusion drying concept. The simplicity and 
universal appeal of fusion drying can be seen from Karl et al. (2021), 
who dispersed silica sand and feldspar (a simple lunar regolith simulant) 
in deionized water and water with a pH buffer for 3 days [138]. 
Water-reduced pastes were molded into cylindrical shapes, which after 
drying, had a compressive strength of 0.23–0.7 MPa. Compressive 
strength can be expected to increase significantly for feedstock materials 
with smaller particles and stronger leaching behavior such as lunar 

Fig. 8. Flow diagram of basalt casting process. Redrawn from Dalton 
et al. [16]. 

Fig. 9. (a) Bentonite clay with silica sand were cold-pressed in different states (b), producing powder compacts (c). Images reprinted by permission from Springer 
Nature CCC: V. Badescu (Ed.), Mars (2009) 543–50, Ishikawa [134] copyright 2009. 

Table 9 
Properties of cold pressed and cured (dry and non-dry) silica sand and bentonite. Table reprinted by permission from Springer Nature CCC: V. Badescu (Ed.), Mars 
(2009) 543–50, Ishikawa [134], copyright 2009.  

Regolith mixture before pressing Curing 
condition 

Strength results 

Bentonite content 
(%) 

Sand (silica) content 
(%) 

Water content (wt% of 
bentonite) 

Density (g/ 
cm3) 

Water content 
(%) 

Compressive strength 
(MPa) 

50 50 20 dry 1.953 13.4 5.67    
non-dry 1.896 13.4 1.45 

70 30 20 dry 1.963 19.6 7.39    
non-dry 1.992 19.6 2.00 

30 70 20 dry 1.784 7.5 1.33    
non-dry 1.810 7.5 0.87  
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regolith [139] or materials that turn into nanoparticles when dispersed 
in water like clay minerals found on Mars (and Asteroids). Such 
wet-processing of clays (one of the earliest human inventions originating 
before the Neolithic period) can be expected to yield structures with 
high compressive strength after (fusion) drying as evidenced by houses 
of dried clay bricks that reach 30 m in height, for example, in the city of 
Shibam in Yemen. Along those lines, Karl et al. (2020a) could show the 
versatility of clay ISRU wet-processing using tempered smectite clays 
(MGS-1/8C) which could be adapted to fit all typical ceramic shaping 
approaches (see Fig. 11) [84]. 

They formed green bodies with varying complexity, cups (slip cast-
ing), bowls (throwing), test cubes (material extrusion/robocasting) and 
cuneiform tablets (3D printed using layerwise slurry deposition) with 
compressive strength of fusion dried green bodies showing typical 
values similar to unfired clay bricks employed in numerous cultures with 

up to 7.5 MPa. Furthermore, 3D printed LSD green bodies with 5 wt% 
polymeric binder (that were water-resistant) had compressive strengths 
as high as 30.8 ± 2.5 MPa, similar to general purpose concrete. As 
already discussed in the powder pressing section (see 3.2.3), powder 
compacts (often from clay earth) are widely used on Earth for infra-
structure. Wet-processing and shaping of clay materials could have 
similar importance for early ISRU, as it had in human history on Earth 
(for an overview of clay shaping approaches on Earth and their re-
quirements for ISRU see Table 10). 

Strong points for further investigation of this approach are the pos-
sibility that no materials would have to be shipped to Mars when 
operating in regions with clay deposits and the broad application flex-
ibility with fusion dried green bodies either used directly as adobe 
structures or subsequently sintered to generate high strength ceramics 
(see 4.2.1). 

Fig. 10. (a) Direct formation (high-pressure pressing) of montmorillonite under different boundary conditions, (b) sample cut (middle section) from a pressed pellet 
and (c) mechanical properties of produced parts. Images reprinted from Advances in Space Research 60 (2017) 1443–1452, Chow et al. [135], copyright 2017 with 
permission from Elsevier. 

Fig. 11. (a) Various adobe structures generated through wet-processing (and a dry pressing reference) made of the 5 wt% smectite Martian simulant MGS-1C/8, (b) 
green body compressive strength and apparent density/porosity for different shaping approaches. Images reprinted from Acta Astronautica 174 (2020) 241–253, Karl 
et al. [84], copyright 2020 with permission from Elsevier. 
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4.2.5. Aggregate bonding 
The bonding of regolith aggregates using various binding agents 

(such as cement) has been extensively researched. Concrete is an 
essential building material on Earth and has been widely explored for 
ISRU (a detailed summary can be found in Ref. [114]). Small quantities 
of actual lunar regolith from Apollo 16 have been used as aggregate by 
Lin et al. for concrete with a calcium aluminate cement mortar produced 
in 1988 [140]. Test cubes from this concrete had a compressive strength 
of 75.6 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.39. McKay and Allen propose the 
use of concrete for a Mars habitat. They additionally argue that the 
material is much better suited for Mars than for the Moon because Mars 
is a better source of concrete raw materials with aggregate, cement 
components and water available [141]. 

Recently, Scott et al. used four Mars regolith simulants from New 
Zealand as aggregates for magnesium-based cement (see Fig. 12). The 
group cast 5 cm cubes using a cement of MgO and silica (each ~25–27.2 
wt%) with superplasticizers (2–4%) that had compressive strength from 
~12.5–35 MPa after 90 days [103]. Concrete is currently the most-used 
building material for industrialized societies on Earth. However, con-
crete production and processing are challenging, requiring specific raw 
materials and high amounts of energy. Concrete might not be the first 
choice for early ISRU on Mars. 

A combination of aggregate bonding and sintering was proposed by 
Desai and Girdner in 1992 [142]. Named thermal liquefaction, the 
concept is based on the partial sintering/melting of a fiber binder. Fibers 
of aluminum, carbon steel and stainless steel were fused with Arizona 
Lunar Simulant (ALS), creating an intermediate ceramic composite with 

a flexural strength of 8.6–28.9 MPa. As this process uses metal fibers, 
early ISRU applicability for Mars is in question. 

Sulfur concrete uses heat to melt sulfur, a process followed by 
cooling to produce a composite stable under specific conditions (see 
Fig. 13). 

Grugel used lunar regolith simulants for sulfur concrete and reported 
that sulfur sublimation rates were rapid during lunar temperature highs 
combined with the hard vacuum conditions, representing challenges for 
the production of sulfur concrete on the Moon [143]. 

Wan et al. drew on Mars as a ‘sulfur-rich planet’ and mixed different 
fractions of JSC Mars-1A with various percentages of sulfur above 
120 ◦C, which were cast into simple shapes [144]. After casting, sulfur 
solidifies as it crystallizes into monoclinic sulfur, which transforms into 
orthorhombic sulfur upon further cooling. Mars surface conditions in 
Fig. 13 indicate sulfur would be in the rhombic state at the construction 
site and the pressure above the solid-vapor line (which is important to 
prevent disintegration). Parts from different sized aggregates with 
40–60 wt% sulfur showed a compression strength of ~5–60 MPa with a 
strong dependence on the particle size distribution of the aggregates (see 
Fig. 14) [144]. 

The sulfur concrete concept (later named Marscrete [145]) could be 
used as a reliable construction material with good acid and salt resis-
tance. In general, sulfur is a common element on Mars, proven by rovers, 
landers, remote sensing observations and Martian meteorites [146], but 
extraction feasibility (for example, from gypsum or pyrite minerals) 
would determine real ISRU applicability for sulfur concrete. 

Yet another aggregate bonding concept was introduced by Alexiadis 

Table 10 
Examples for the use of different clay ISRU shaping technologies on Earth and assessment of requirements for green body ISRU on Mars. Table reprinted from Acta 
Astronautica 174 (2020) 241–253, Karl et al. [84], copyright 2020 with permission from Elsevier.  

Shaping technologya Use on Earthb Mass of equipment 
requiredc 

Other materials 
neededc,d 

Total energy required 
for processc,e 

Dry pressing Simple shaped ceramic parts: Tiles, fireclay bricks, structural clay, porcelain 
products 

high none high 

Slip casting Complex shaped part (with fine details): Sanitary ware, tableware, and 
porcelain. 

low ISRU gypsum for 
molds 

low 

Hand deformation of clay 
bodies 

Throwing of pottery, press molding of mud bricks/adobe bricks. low none low 

Material extrusion Forming of parts with one cross-section (and unlimited length): Clay brick, 
tile, vitrified clay pipe (sewer pipes), porcelain insulators 

medium none medium 

Material extrusion 
(robocasting) 

Vases, artistic objects, clay walls/houses. low none medium 

Tape casting/doctor blade 
processing 

Production of thin ceramic plates: Thin porcelain tiles or layerwise slurry 
deposition (high-density small objects with good resolution) 

high binder system for 
LSDf 

very high  

a Main clay shaping categories were used. 
b Commonly used on Earth to shape what kind of clay-based green bodies. 
c Assessed for Mars ISRU on a five-point scale: none, low, medium, high, very high. 
d Additional ISRU resources needed (assuming MGS-1C/8 without dispersant is used). 
e Including energy needed for the preparation of feedstock (sorting, milling, etc.). 
f Inorganic ISRU binders could be developed or polymeric binder ISRU produced (needed ~ 5 wt%). 

Fig. 12. (a) Self-compacting fresh MgO-silica mortar, (b) hardened mortar cube samples and (c) compressive strength versus porosity of twenty-eight day cured 
mortar with four different New Zealand Mars simulants (BH-Black Head, PK-Pukekawa, BP-Banks Peninsula, FT-Flat Top and GP cement control). Images with 
permission from ASCE Scott et al. [103]. 
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et al., who explored the production of geopolymers from JSC Mars-1A 
[147]. Geopolymers are a class of cementitious materials that gain 
their structural strength from a polymeric reaction of an aluminosilicate 
precursor mixed with a liquid alkali or alkali-silicate activator solution. 
In theory, any material with high fractions of amorphous silica and 
alumina (such as regolith) could geopolymerize. Alexiadis et al. mixed 
JSC-1A and JSC Mars-1A with various amounts of NaOH and K-silicate 
(K2SiO3), obtaining a viscous fluid that was poured into silicone stamps 

and dried at 80 ◦C for 3 h. JSC Mars-1A samples cured at room tem-
perature for 28 days had a compressive strength of 0.7–2.5 MPa (2–18.4 
MPa for JSC-1A). Montes et al. evaluated geopolymers from JSC-1A 
(Lunamer) as a radiation shield. They found that a lunar base made of 
Lunamer would be sufficient for a prolonged human lunar mission, as 
the absorbed dose was in the same order as the annual whole-body ra-
diation worker limit (5 cSv, 5 rem) [148]. Geopolymers hinge on the 
activation of regolith using alkali or alkali-silicate activators. Once ISRU 
production of activator materials has been demonstrated for Mars, 
geopolymers could be used independently or in tandem with other 
processing approaches (e.g., fusion drying with clay ISRU). 

A further method for fusing aggregate relies on phosphoric acid, a 
concept introduced by Buchner et al. [128]. Most metals form phos-
phates; phosphates with multivalent cations are rock formers (e.g., 
Ca3(PO4)2, AlPO4, or FePO4). Thus, Buchner et al. expect phosphate 
binder to apply to a wide range of substrates present in Martian regolith. 
The group used JSC Mars-1A with phosphoric acid for dry pressing and 
material extrusion, obtaining parts with a compressive strength of ~20 
MPa. A more detailed discussion of this approach can be found in section 
5.1.1. The authors propose that at least 33 wt% of phosphates would 
have to be shipped, making the concept quite cost-intensive. 

Recently, Shiwei et al. proposed a bioinspired regolith composite 
employing the biopolymer chitosan to fuse MGS-1 (see Fig. 15) [149]. 
The group dissolved chitosan (3% w/w) in a 1%(v/v) aqueous acetic 
acid solution and mixed it with different ratios of MGS-1 (dry w/w of 
1:25, 1:50, 1:75, 1:100, 1:125) followed by drying/curing either in an 
oven for 24 h at 60 ◦C for cast samples or heating by a hot air gun for 
materials extrusion. While the overall compressive strength from 
~2.6–3.6 MPa was only a fraction of most other aggregate bonding 
concepts discussed here (which typically use higher binder fractions), 
the materials showed a high flexural strength to compressive strength 
ratio (flex strength from 1.25 to 1.74 MPa) for a material employing 
aggregate bonding, indicating the biopolymer’s influence. 

Finally, Sen et al. proposed employing an organic binder to fuse 
aggregate using the synthesis of organic polymers from the Martian at-
mosphere and employing these to fuse regolith for radiation shields. 
20–40 wt% of polyethylene (PE) was mixed with JSC Mars-1 and hot 

Fig. 13. Sulfur phase diagram with labeled environmental conditions on the 
Moon and Mars. Sulfur sublimation rates on the Moon can be high but are 
expected to be low on Mars. Image courtesy of NASA [143]. 

Fig. 14. (a) Beams from Martian sulfur concrete for bending test. The beam on the left uses a max. 5 mm aggregate and the one on the right a max. 1 mm aggregate. 
(b) Simulation of unnotched TPB test setup and (c) left side experimental results and simulations, right side unconfined compression tests. Images reprinted from 
Advances in Construction and Building Materials 120 (2016) 222–231, Wan et al. [144], copyright 2016 with permission from Elsevier. 
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pressed at 140 ◦C with 240 MPa, giving polymer composites with a flex 
strength of 38–47 MPa [150]. While radiation shielding properties for 
PE are promising, it seems doubtful that ISRU polymer production 
would be energetically feasible. Also, water might be a better choice for 
radiation shielding. 

4.2.6. Chemical fusion and reduction of metal oxides 
Metallic powders can be used as fuel for an exothermic reduction- 

oxidation (redox) of metal oxides or thermite reactions, which have 
welding applications. Faierson et al. explored thermite reactions for 
lunar simulants using metallic aluminum powder as an oxidizer [151]. A 
mixture of 67 wt% JSC-1A with 33 wt% aluminum was poured into 
crucibles and the thermite reaction was initiated via electric current 
over a NiCr wire. This geothermite reaction was used to produce a 
special voissoir element geometry with a compressive strength of 
~10–18 MPa [151]. Corrias et al. elaborated on this technique by using 

JSC-1A, JSC Mars-1A and MMS simulants for a thermite process called 
Self-propagating High-temperature Synthesis (SHS) [152]. While the 
Lunar simulant was mixed with various amounts of FeTiO3 and metallic 
aluminum, Mars simulants were mixed with 38 wt% Fe2O3 and 16 wt% 
aluminum. Pressed pellets of the mixtures were reacted in a special SHS 
reaction chamber under vacuum. Only the compressive strength of 
samples with JCS-1A is reported, which was 25.8–27.2 MPa for the best 
samples. However, as this process requires a significant amount of 
metallic aluminum, early ISRU is in doubt. 

Various efforts have been made to use the reduction of regolith to 
produce O2 and metals in one process (see Fig. 16). Lomax et al. have 
investigated the FFC-Cambridge process for the electro-deoxidation of 
lunar regolith producing oxygen and metals/alloys [153]. 

In this electrochemical process, metal oxides are cathodically 
reduced in molten salts to metals/alloys. The electro-deoxidation of JSC- 
2A lunar regolith simulant by an oxygen-evolving SnO2 anode in a bath 

Fig. 15. (a) Flexural strength/elastic modulus and (b) compressive strength of biolith with varying chitosan to regolith ratios, (c) samples cast using biolith in 
silicone molds and (c) biolith used as a mechanical sealer to stop leakage from a drilled hole with hydraulic pressure/shear strength of such seals using biolith applied 
onto aluminum or PLA surfaces. Images with open access permission (CC BY)from Shiwei et al. [149]. 

Fig. 16. Proposed process flow for the reduction of regolith producing O2 and base metals, towards ‘metal’ AM by the MRE and FFC approaches.  
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of molten CaCl2 salt at ~950 ◦C produced alloys that were essentially 
metallic with 96% of the total oxygen removed. In addition to the Al/Fe, 
Fe/Si and Ca/Si/Al alloys that dominated the product (see Fig. 17), this 
process would have a potential oxygen yield of 40–45 wt% for every kg 
of regolith excavated. 

Schreiner detailed the history of ISRU regolith reduction, focusing 
chiefly on oxygen production [154]. He designed a molten regolith 

electrolysis (MRE) reactor based on the direct electrolysis of molten 
regolith to reduce its oxide constituents to produce metals and oxygen. 

Oxygen reduction from regolith produces metallic alloys that contain 
high percentages of silicon; pure silicon is a tetravalent metalloid that is 
brittle and crystalline. While such Si-alloys could be called ‘metallic’, in 
the sense that they are not oxidic, they have a brittle nature and do not 
possess the enhanced ductility associated with engineering metals for 

Fig. 17. (a) Lunar simulant (JSC-2A lunar) FCC electrolysis reduction process input (left) and metallic output (right). (b) Reduced regolith grains showing phase 
separation in three common phase groupings and (c) BSE and phase map images of a partially reduced olivine-rich grain (overview image top-left corner). Image (a) 
with kind permission of Bethany Lomax and (b–c) reprinted from Planetary and Space Science (2019) 104748, Lomax et al. [153], copyright 2019 with permission 
from Elsevier. 

Fig. 18. (a) Rapid freeze prototyping of water ice and brine support structure and (b) final Ice House geometry after melting brine support structures. (c) Rending of 
cross-sectional Mars Ice House architecture concept, revealing double-wall condition, vertical garden and interstitial yard. (d) Proposed concept for wall sections of 
the Mars Ice House with layered composition and variable pressure and temperature in each zone. Images reprinted with kind permission by SEArch and Clouds AO 
from Morris et al. [158]. 
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Fig. 19. Overview of AM concepts for regolith processing according to ISO/ASTM 52900.  
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technical parts. In essence, regolith reduction can be viewed as a 
smelting process yielding alloys that are brittle and would need to be 
processed similarly to technical ceramics/along powder metallurgical 
routes. This explains why the reduction of regolith has been included in 
this review. While the concept to produce two essential necessities at the 
same time seems appealing for Mars ISRU, O2 production from the at-
mosphere (MOXIE) or by water-splitting can be expected to be cheaper 
in energy terms. Furthermore, regolith reduction using silicate-based 
materials does not produce ductile metals and can rather be viewed as 
a route towards technical ceramics. Because of their complex and costly 
production, technical ceramics have very limited application reach, 
which would be especially true for early ISRU on Mars. 

The misconception that metallic alloys would possess ductility forms 
the basis of a study by Grossmann et al., who proposed the use of metal 
alloys from MRE reactions as feedstocks for wires (which would later be 
processed using AM) [155]. The group mixed ferrosilicon (a primary 
metallic alloy produced during the reduction of metal oxides from MRE) 
with chemical-grade Fe at different amounts of Si (3, 6, 9, and 12 wt% 
Si) and melted the mixture in an arc melt furnace. The flexural strength 
of cut bars was ~12–58 MPa (for reference, pure Fe was 134 MPa). 
Grossmann et al. concluded that the samples with the lowest amount of 
Si (3 wt%) had enough ductility to be used in the form of wires for AM. 
However, the concept may in practice be unfeasible as ferrosilicon alloys 
from regolith reduction are expected to possess much higher Si ratios. 

4.2.7. Freezing 
Multiple observations have confirmed the presence of water on Mars, 

for example, at the NASA Phoenix Mars Lander landing site, where a 
hard substrate of ice was uncovered during landing [156]. While such 
water can be a critical ISRU resource, the presence of subsurface ice on 
Mars highlights the fact that weather conditions are an essential 
consideration for surface operations and production concepts on extra-
terrestrial bodies. For the Moon, in 1992 Ishikawa et al. proposed using 
freezing by spraying water or cement paste inside a cold chamber or 
onto the surface of a cold metallic board producing powdered ice [157]. 
Cement, aggregate, and powdered ice would be mixed under low tem-
perature and vacuum. The concrete mix is then covered with an airtight 
material and is thawed using energy applied from the outside (for 
example, from microwaves) while being compacted with applied vi-
bration and pressure. After a predetermined curing period, the concrete 
would be used as a structural material. In essence, freezing is used as an 
intermediate stage and the previous evaluation of concrete ISRU on 
Mars can also be applied to this concept. 

The direct use of ice as a structural material for Mars ISRU habitat 
building was proposed by Morris et al. in 2015 [158]. Their Mars Ice 
House depicted in Fig. 18 (developed during NASA’s 3D-Printed Habitat 
Competition) is a detailed design concept based on a lander that uses 
subsurface ice to construct a hull made of solid H2O (H2O is favorable for 
its excellent radiation protection and light transmittance). 

Small robotic movers would build ice walls (and later climb them) by 
depositing water, which would subsequently freeze. Support structures 
for this AM method are proposed to be constructed using brine water 

(which has a lower melting point than pure ice). Looking at terrestrial 
precedents, ice houses on Earth benefited from the addition of fibers 
such as wood pulp to reinforce the ice shell. On Mars, fibers drawn from 
regolith melts could be used as reinforcements for the solid ice, which 
Morris et al. claim would increase the tensile strength of ice from ~2 to 
3 MPa by order of three [158] (compressive strength for ice from 0 to 
10 ◦C in terrestrial atmospheric conditions can be expected to range 
from 5 to 20 MPa [159]). 

The very promising, detailed approach of the Ice House concept has 
attracted much publicity. The use of ice as radiation shielding and as a 
structural material is an appealing concept. More work is needed to 
evaluate the stability of ice at Martian surface conditions and to deter-
mine in detail which additional measures would be necessary to stabilize 
ice for long periods. 

5. Additive manufacturing in ISRU 

Robotic manufacturing has been proposed for space missions from 
the 1970s onwards as a way of facilitating the production of planetary 
surface structures before the arrival of human astronauts. One of the 
suggestions was to use robots for masonry (an idea still of interest today 
[19]) to remotely build habitats by laying bricks, similar to human 
masonry on earth. In a sense, a modern embodiment of robotic masons 
(that put down brick after brick) are the AM technologies that use layer 
by layer manufacturing. Initial advances for AM in ISRU were made by 
some specialists (e.g., Khoshnevis and co-workers [160]), but only after 
‘3D printing’ became a mass phenomenon did a larger number of re-
searchers join the field. The topic has attracted considerable media 
coverage since NASA’s three-stage Mars Centennial 3D-Printed Habitat 
Challenge that started in 2015 and prompted a greater number of re-
searchers to join the field of AM ISRU. Here, no general introduction to 
AM is given. The interested reader is referred to one of the numerous 
textbooks on AM in general [161–163] and specifically to the excellent 
ISO norms defining the seven different AM categories [164,165]. Rather, 
an overview image of AM concepts in general is provided in Fig. 19. 

5.1. Material extrusion 

Material extrusion is judged to be a prime technology for building 
infrastructure on extraterrestrial bodies due to its good scalability, ease 
of use, broad material processing spectrum and suitability for vacuum 
and low gravity environments [166]. Various studies have explored 
material extrusion in ISRU, including works by NASA and ESA. For 
example, most submissions of NASA’s centennial challenge to 3D print a 
habitat on Mars used material extrusion. 

In 1998 Khoshnevis introduced contour crafting. This material 
extrusion technique can be described as robocasting with trowels that 
flatten extruded material to attain a smooth and accurate surface finish 
[160]. The technologies established large, square orifices, making it 
possible to extrude slurries with large particles, as well as a hybrid 
nozzle, to build hollow walls [167]. While terrestrial applications of 
contour crafting use mainly cementitious materials, the technology can 

Fig. 20. Contour crafting of (unspecified) Martian regolith simulant with sulfur, producing (a) Martian regolith dome, (b) extruded sample with a smooth surface and 
(c) sample with large layers. Images reprinted with permission from Rapid Prototyping Journal 22 (2016) 848–856, Khoshnevis et al. [170], copyright Emerald 
Publishing Limited all rights reserved. 
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be adjusted to extrude molten regolith or sulfur concrete for Lunar/-
Martian infrastructure and habitat construction [168]. The Khoshnevis 
group has investigated such sulfur concrete contour crafting with un-
specified Martian regolith simulant [169] and 30–35 wt% sulfur by 
heating the extrusion feedstock to ~150 ◦C [170]. 

Heating is necessary as molten sulfur significantly reduces viscosity 
during extrusion, which is essential to produce parts with low porosity. 
One significant advantage over calcium-based concrete is that sulfur 
concrete cures in less than 10 min, reaching its highest compressive 
strength after 24 h (see Fig. 20). 

Because of the material extrusion’s highly promising potential, NASA 
has overseen large-scale efforts to use material extrusion on the surface 
of planetary bodies in the framework of different additive construction 
with mobile emplacement (ACME) projects mainly using aggregate 

bonding. Such systems include a gravity-fed dry feedstock delivery 
system with a heated nozzle to extrude polymers mixed with basalt 
simulant and a gantry mobility system that moves an extruder connected 
to a mixer with a pump for concrete (see Fig. 21) [169]. 

During material development for the gantry mobility system, 
Edmunson et al. tested the influence of simulant aggerate particle size 
(for JSC Mars-1A and JSC-1A) fused using ordinary Portland cement 
(OPC) mortars on the compression strength of cubes (see Table 11). 
While large samples produced using material extrusion in an ambient 
terrestrial atmosphere were promising, layer adhesion between dry 
mortar layers and wet mortar layers was weak compared with the layer 
adhesion of two wet layers (see Fig. 21a), which came to light during 
shipping to perform hypervelocity impact tests on the materials 
(Fig. 21b–d). 

In the framework of the 3D-Printed Habitat Competition, Hojati et al. 
extruded OPC, sorel cement (a magnesium oxychloride cement) and 
metakaolin based geopolymer binder with basalt aggregate (and low 
amounts of carbon fibers), producing medium scale cylinders with a 
compressive strength of 15.1 MPa for OPC and 2.2–4.4 MPa for the 
metakaolin geopolymer system (sorel cement strength not reported) 
[172]. A further interesting approach was taken by Pilehvar et al., who 
investigated the utilization of urine as an accessible superplasticizer for 
the material extrusion of lunar geopolymer mixtures [173]. A geo-
polymer paste of DNA-1 lunar regolith simulant with an alkaline solu-
tion of sodium hydroxide and urea showed good extrusion 
processability. Samples cast from this paste were cured at 80 ◦C for 6 h 
and freeze-thaw cycled. The initial compressive strength was 13 MPa 
and ~15 MPa after 8 freeze-thaw cycles. Another approach was taken by 
Jakus et al., who extruded regolith polymer composites of a complex 
resorbable biopolymer (PLGA) filled with JSC-1A and JSC Mars-1A in 
toxic DCM generating samples with elasticity [174]. While the 

Fig. 21. (a) AM sample from JSC Mars-1A mixed with Portland cement (stucco admixture with water) showed weak layer adhesion between a dry mortar layer and a 
wet mortar layer added on consecutive days (sample broke during shipping). (b–d) Hypervelocity impact testing of such printed structures. Images courtesy of 
NASA [171]. 

Table 11 
Average compression test results for simulant and ordinary Portland cement 
(OPC) mortars. Table reprinted with permission of ASCE from Edmunson et al. 
[169].  

Size Fraction (μm) JSC Mars-1A (MPa) JSC-1A (MPa) 

7-Day 28-Day 7-Day 28-Day 

4000–5000 20.3 32.2 – – 
2000–3999 21.1 35.5 – – 
1000–1999 22.1 32.6 – – 
500–999 21.3 33.5 20.5 28.2 
250–499 21.9 35.6 24.7 34.2 
125–249 25.6 31.9 21.1 26.2 
63–124 27.6 34.3 27.8 37.1 
<63 23.9 30.0 29.4 37.1 
Unsieved 22.8 24.4 27.8 36.1  

Fig. 22. (a) Structures printed using a phosphoric acid binder with JSC Mars-1A and (d) compressive strength after temperature cycling experiments of such ma-
terials (C0–C10: number of thermal cycles, LT: long-time heated, LN0 and LN10: liquid nitrogen immersion after 0 and 10 cycles, respectively). Images reprinted from 
Acta Astronautica 143 (2018) 272–284, Buchner et al. [175], copyright 2018 with permission from Elsevier. 
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production of elastic parts seems interesting, their choice of polymer and 
solvent is judged inappropriate for ISRU applications. 

Buchner et al. proposed material extrusion using a phosphoric acid 
binder. A paste of 6 parts concentrated phosphoric acid (85 wt%), 2 
parts water and 10 parts JSC Mars-1A by weight was extruded in layers 
to produce simple parts (see Fig. 22). After curing, samples from mate-
rial extrusion showed a compressive strength of ~20 MPa. Thermal 
cycling to simulate Martian environmental conditions reduced the yield 
stress to 10 MP, while immersion in liquid nitrogen did not seem to 
affect the yield stress significantly. 

Karl et al. (2020a) used material extrusion of MGS-1C/8 clay feed-
stocks (taking advantage of clay plasticity when mixed with water) to 
produce adobe structures that showed a compressive strength of 7.55 ±
1.33 MPa (see Fig. 11) [84]. As this approach could be additive-free 
(when done using exclusively Martian clay minerals) and requires 
minimal feedstock preparation (except for mineral collection, tempering 
and possibly aging), clay wet-processing followed by fusion drying could 
be of great benefit to early ISRU (as discussed in 4.2.4). 

Finally, the deposition of liquid water in freezing conditions for the 
Mars Ice House submission in NASA’s 3D printing challenge loosely falls 
into the material extrusion category. The technology is based on 
extensive work for rapid freeze prototyping (later named freeze-form 
extrusion) by Leu and co-workers, starting around 2000 [176,177]. 
Morris et al. have given an insightful and detailed account of how the 
deposition of ice could be used for Martian habitat construction [158], 
arguing that transparency, radiation shielding capacity, non-toxicity 
and wide availability would make it ideally suited as an ISRU building 
material. 

5.2. Powder bed fusion 

The selective fusion of powder beds (PBF) using thermal energy is a 
widely used terrestrial AM technology. In theory, PBF processes are 

promising for ISRU as they solely require regolith and energy without 
any further additives. However, ceramics and glass production from 
regolith with very fast heating rates can induce thermal stresses, 
resulting in cracks and typically lead to non-favorable microstructure in 
AM parts. 

Several researchers have explored the fusion of regolith simulants 
using lasers and concentrated solar energy. Fateri and Khosravi used a 
100 W fiber laser to fuse simple objects from (not further specified) sand 
[178]. Fateri went on to fuse JSC-1A simulant into black glassy parts in 
various geometries [179]. However, no mechanical properties were re-
ported and microscopy images reveal intensive crack formation in the 
single laser lines. Similarly, Goulas et al. fused JSC-1A and JSC Mars-1A 
using a ytterbium-doped fiber laser (λ = 1.06 μm) with a maximum 
power output of 50 W, producing lattice structures (see Fig. 23) [180]. 

The group outlined several processing difficulties, such as low 
powder bed packing due to non-round particle morphology and high 
internal porosity of starting simulants. This contributed to poor inter- 
laminar and planar consolidation and high open and closed porosities 
with ~4% and ~21% relative porosity for JSC-1A and JSC Mars-1A, 
respectively. Only mechanical strength for JSC-1A was reported with 
compressive strength ranging from 0.3 to 4.25 MPa [181]. Recently, 
Caprio et al. used powder bed fusion for the lunar highlands regolith 
simulant NU-LHT-2M producing parts with high porosities of 37–65% 
but a reasonable compressive strength of 31.4 MPa and microhardness 
in excess of 680 HV [182]. 

Hintze et al. introduced the use of concentrated solar energy for 
melting/sintering. In 2008 they focused solar light on a bed of JSC-1, 
quickly melting the simulant in the focal spot [183]. The group pro-
posed using solar energy to cure polymer binders (sprayed onto regolith) 
and using the solar concentrator technology to build landing pads. To 
study the sintering of the top regolith layer, they built the Large Area 
Surface Sintering System (LASSS), a rover equipped with MoSi2 resistive 
heating elements operated at 1000 W [119]. In a field test at Mauna Kea 

Fig. 23. (a–b) Samples built by PBF from JSC Mars-1A with poor consolidation due to the simulant’s high volatile content. (c–d) SEM micrographs cross-sections of 
pre-processed Martian regolith, (e) laser fused JCS Mars-1A crosssection and (f) relative porosities of JCS Mars-1A and JSC-1A before and after PBF. Images reprinted 
from Goulas et al. [180] with permission of SAGE Publications. 
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(Hawaii), LASSS could fuse the top layer of tephra (see Fig. 24) while 
encountering some efficiency losses due to environmental conditions 
(wind, increased thermal conduction from wet ground and uneven 
surface), making homogenous sintering difficult [119]. The field test 

included the firing of rocket thrusters, with much of the sintered area 
surviving the exhaust although with some damage (see Fig. 24c). 
Further studies of the optical absorption properties of different lunar 
simulants (FJS-1, JSC-1A, NU-LHT-2M, and OB1) and their sintering 

Fig. 24. (a) LASSS during a field test at Mauna Kea mounted on a rover. (b) Area sintered by LASSS and (c) the same area after thruster firing test. Images courtesy of 
NASA [119]. 

Fig. 25. (a) Rendering of powder-bed fusion solar simulator setup with Xenon lamps from the Xenon High-Flux Solar Simulator. (b) Brick made in the setup from 
JSC-2A lunar simulant and (c) tomography cross-section of brick samples with large open and closed pores. Images reprinted with open access permission (CC-BY-NC- 
ND) from Meurisse et al. [186]. 
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behavior revealed that regardless of composition, the glassy phases are 
the first to melt, making them an essential component in simulants used 
for sintering experiments [184]. Other experiments with solar concen-
trators and simulants were performed by Fischer, who used a Fresnel 
lens to pyrolyze lunar regolith simulant MLS-1. He found a vaporization 
temperature under slightly reduced pressure of 1800 K coupled with 
SiO, O, O2 Fe and Mg gas release [185]. Zheng and Qiao used a solar 
concentrator to weld metal joints (Fe and Ti) with custom-made lunar 
and Mars simulants (HIT-L/M − 1) [78]. They produced brittle welding 
joints with an ultimate tensile strength for lunar/Mars regolith simulants 
of 2.94/1.66 MPa for Iron parts and 4.95/2.59 MPa for Titanium parts. 

AM with solar concentrators was introduced by Meurisse et al., using 
solar 3D printing of JSC-1A and JSC-2A lunar regolith simulant (see 
Fig. 25) [186]. 

The group explored the use of concentrated sunlight and focused 
Xenon light as they fused simulant powders layer-by-layer. Processing 
was challenging due to inhomogeneously sintered sections in the pow-
der bed and end parts had high porosity levels and weak layer-to-layer 
bonding. However, for compression tests, brick-shaped parts could be 
manufactured and the study was the first to report on mechanical 
strength for powder-bed sintered regolith, revealing a compressive 
strength of 2.31 MPa. The low strength is consistent with high porosity 
values of powder bed fused regolith in general and was later elaborated 
on by this group, giving a flexural strength of 0.23–0.55 MPa, dependent 
on build direction (perpendicularly or parallel to layers built) [19]. 

A key challenge for the ISRU use of dry powder bed technologies is 
not layer fusion (on which research has focused thus far) but layer 
deposition under extraterrestrial conditions. An extreme example would 

be lunar PBF: First, the direct use of regolith as feedstock is judged 
problematic, as lunar regolith grains have a non-round morphology 
(very sharp corners due to the specific space weathering phenomena), 
which drastically reduces powder flowability and powder-bed packing. 
A second challenge would be the lower gravity, as gravity is the critical 
force to facilitate powder flow, illustrated by the fact that lunar dust/ 
slow-settling particles are a key challenge for Moon missions [40]. 

5.3. Binder jetting 

Another powder bed process explored for ISRU is binder jetting. In 
this technique, a liquid bonding agent is selectively deposited to join 
powder materials. In cooperation with ESA, Cesaretti et al. put forward 
binder jetting with a magnesium salt binder to produce Sorel cement 
with lunar regolith simulant aggregates using the D-shape technology 
for large structures (see Fig. 26) [187]. 

On Earth, Sorel cement is often combined with different fillers 
(especially wood) and used in floor tiles, industrial floors and wall 
insulation panels. While being incompatible with steel reinforcement 
(low alkalinity and chloride ions facilitate steel corrosion) [188], the 
material’s low alkalinity supports glass fiber reinforcement. For the 
much-cited study, Cesaretti et al. specifically developed a lunar regolith 
simulant DNA-1 (aiming to reproduce JSC-1A) of volcanic material 
collected close to Bolsena Lake in Italy that was milled and mixed with 5 
wt% MgO to increase reactivity. These powders were spread layer by 
layer in a large bed and fused using an ink made of a saturated salt so-
lution with 77 wt% water and 23 wt% of predominantly MgCl2, as well 
as smaller amounts of MgSO4, KCl, NaCl. 

Fig. 26. (a) Complete D-shape binder jetting setup with (b) detail of the printing process with binder deposited on sand and (c) rendering of an exemplar structural 
element. Images reprinted from Acta Astronautica 93 (2014) 430–450, Cesaretti et al. [187], copyright 2014 with permission from Elsevier. 

Fig. 27. (a) 3D printed scale model of ESA’s lunar base concept. (b and c) Technological demonstrators of structural wall elements produced using D-shape binder 
jetting technology [187] at the ESTEC foyer in Noordwijk. 
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Parts of considerable size with geometries specially designed for a 
lunar architecture (see Fig. 27) were produced and these had a 
compressive strength of 20.35 MPa, which is comparable to general- 
purpose concrete that typically has >20 MPa after 28 days. Further-
more, jetting binder on regolith simulant in a vacuum chamber revealed 
that fusing of parts in a lunar atmosphere would be feasible. The group 
also gave a preliminary evaluation of transportation requirements to 
build a complete habitat on the Moon, estimating the need to ship 8 
tonnes of dry salt as a binder, the printing equipment and an inflatable 
inner core at a price of 1600 M€. 

As a powder bed process, binder jetting faces the same issues for 
powder deposition discussed earlier for PBF. One approach to over-
coming such issues is to use layer-wise slurry deposition (LSD) for 
powder deposition, a wet-processing approach based on the deposition 
of colloids. Karl et al. (2020a) used LSD with binder jetting to deposit 
MGS-1C/8 slurries and generate complex parts (that had a ~5 wt% 
polymeric binder component) that showed compressive of 30.8 ± 2.47 
MPa without further processing (see Fig. 11) [84]. While the LSD 
approach was developed to generate high-density sintered ceramics 
(and current setups are small in size), a similarly large area deposition of 
ISRU binder (which could be made from liquid Martian brines) using a 
deposition setup with large nozzles (comparable to the D-shape tech-
nology) could be a useful addition to the AM portfolio of early IRSU on 
Mars. 

5.4. Directed energy deposition, selective separation sintering and vat 
photopolymerization 

Several studies of other AM technologies have been performed that 
might have niche applications in ISRU AM. The use of focused thermal 
energy to fuse materials (powders and filaments) as they are deposited is 
called directed energy deposition. In 2012 Balla et al. demonstrated 
direct laser fabrication of JSC-1AC lunar simulant (see Fig. 28) using a 
process called Laser Engineering Net Shaping (LENS) [189]. 

Simulant powders were fed at ~12 g/min into a 50 W Nd-YAG laser 
beam moving at a scan speed of 20 mm/s. The group could manufacture 
dense vitrified parts without any macroscopic defects that had a hard-
ness of ~500 Hv compared to soda-lime glass with 545 Hv (no other 
mechanical properties reported). In its use of laser energy, this AM 
approach is similar to PBF and faces similar issues with fast heating rates 
for oxidic regolith material. Furthermore, the low flowability of regolith 
can be expected to hinder the applicability of this technology for early 
ISRU. 

Khoshnevis et al. put forward another AM technology for planetary 
construction called selective separation sintering (SSS) [190]. SSS 
combines the deposition of layers of a base powder with a special 
separator powder that is selectively dispersed in each layer using a 

needle with a piezo vibrator (see Fig. 29). 
After layer deposition is finished, the powder-bed as a whole is 

heated in a furnace with the base powder sintering while the separator 
powder does not sinter. The process can be used for ceramics and metals. 
In a preliminary study, JSC-1A was deposited as a base powder and 
alumina as separator powder. After sintering at 900–1130 ◦C for 30–60 
min, the simple tile geometries with interlocking design could be sepa-
rated promptly, as the alumina powder had not sintered (no mechanical 
properties reported). In a sense, the technology inverts the fusion prin-
ciple of standard powder-bed AM technologies and could be well suited 
to produce simple flat geometries with good efficiency. 

For vat photopolymerization, a liquid photopolymer in a vat is 
selectively cured by light-activated polymerization. In cooperation with 
ESA, the Austrian company Lithoz employed vat photopolymerization 
using EAC-1A lunar regolith simulant to produce small ceramic parts 
with print precision (see Fig. 30) [191]. 

Using Lithoz’s LCM technology, Altun et al. dispersed low weight 
percentages of EAC-1A (ground and sieved) in photocurable resin and 
selectively cured via a projector from the bottom [192]. After debinding, 
the green parts had a relative density of 67.9%, which was reduced to 
55.9% after sintering at 1000 ◦C resulting in an ultimate compressive 
strength of 5.4 ± 0.3 MPa. Further work on vat photopolymerization was 

Fig. 28. (a) Samples from directed energy deposition (DED) of JSC-1AC by LENS and (b) XRD patterns of crystalline JSC-1AC feedstock and amorphous LENS 
processed samples. Images reprinted with permission from Chemical reviews 116 (2016) 4170–4204, Balla et al. [189], copyright Emerald Publishing Limited all 
rights reserved. 

Fig. 29. (a) Powder bed selective separation sintering machine with (b) close- 
up of dry powder delivery system for inhibitor powder. (c–e) Sintered ceramics 
from JSC-1A lunar simulant with (c) directly after sintering, (d) after separation 
and (e) the interlocking brick pattern. Images from Khoshnevis et al. [190] with 
permission from AIAA. 
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done by Liu et al. using a Chinese simulant [193]. They dispersed 
wet-ground CLRS-2 lunar simulant (45 vol% solid loading) in photoc-
urable resin and DLP printed with layer thicknesses from 25 μm to 100 
μm. Subsequently, samples were pyrolyzed at 450 ◦C for 2 h to remove 
the polymer binder and sintered at 1150 ◦C for 4 h (all with the slow 
heating rate of 2 ◦C/min typical for parts with high polymer content). 
Liu et al. reported remarkably high strength values with average 
compressive strength and flex strength of the sintered samples at 
285–428 MPa and 60–129 MPa, respectively. Even assuming the 
strength values to be correct, the use of sacrificial polymer in excess of 
55 vol% makes vat photopolymerization technology in general largely 
unfeasible for regolith ISRU, except for small demanding components. 

6. Feasibility evaluation of bonding concept and AM for early 
ISRU on Mars 

6.1. Comprehensive comparison of material and bonding concepts in 
ISRU research for Mars 

Due to the harsh climate, atmosphere and radiation conditions, 
construction materials for habitats, greenhouses, landing pads and 

equipment building would be among the earliest ISRU concerns. The 
most relevant property for such structural materials is their mechanical 
strength. Fig. 31 gives an overview of the mechanical property values 
(flexural and compression strength) reported in ISRU studies for 
different material and bonding concepts coupled with the feedstock 
availability on the surface of Mars. 

For industrialized societies on Earth, the building material of choice 
is concrete, and many attempts have been made to develop concrete-like 
materials for ISRU, as evidenced by the high number of aggregate 
bonding studies in Fig. 31. However, early Mars missions are not 
industrialized undertakings as such, and all aggregate bonding concepts 
currently discussed in the literature would require 20–50 wt% (or more) 
of raw materials that are not directly available on Mars. It could be 
argued that by using large amounts of energy, all basic building blocks 
could be ISRU produced. However, making such raw materials as Sulfur, 
Magnesium, or Kaolin available on a larger scale would require massive 
amounts of energy. In general, homogenization or transformation steps 
might be unnecessary as excellent alternative bonding concepts are 
available. This is illustrated by the fact that all non-aggregate bonding 
concepts use 90–100 wt% materials that have been proven to exist on 
the Martian surface. 

Fig. 30. Ceramic parts made from EAC-1A lunar regolith simulant by Lithoz (and ESA) using vat photopolymerization followed by debinding and sintering. (a) St. 
Stephen’s Cathedral as-printed part (right) and part debinded and sintered at 1000 ◦C (left); (b) various demonstrator parts with high complexity from the same 
process. Images with open access permission (CC-BY) from Altun et al. [192]. 

Fig. 31. (a) Flexural strength and (b) compressive strength over additional materials required (besides directly accessible proven surface minerals on Mars) for all 
ISRU studies using Martian simulants found in the literature (studies employing lunar simulants not included). All studies have been grouped using color-marked 
fields according to the different bonding concepts introduced in this work; each study mentioned is referenced in the preceding sections. (For interpretation of 
the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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In detail, sintering studies produced the highest strength values for 
flex and compression and can be considered the gold standard if larger 
amounts of energy are available. For flexural strength, this is followed 
by powder pressing, melting, powder agglomeration and freezing. For 
compressive strength, which is essential for building materials, powder 
agglomeration is followed by freezing and powder pressing. Fig. 31 
makes it clear that clay minerals are an excellent primary feedstock for 
many of the fusion concepts, not exclusively but also for approaches that 
require minimal energy and processing effort. A similar observation can 
be made for Earth, where the ubiquitous building material for ‘pre- 
concrete’ societies is clay earth [84]. 

6.2. Assessment of bonding concepts applicability to the space 
environment 

Table 12 gives an overview of the effects that can be expected when 
the different bonding concepts are used in a general space environment. 

While mechanical properties of the different bonding concepts are 
somewhat available in the current ISRU literature (or can be implied 
from similar materials concepts on Earth), one of the biggest challenges 
for the future is the transfer of processing from terrestrial environment 
conditions to simulated Martian conditions. The specific energies re-
quirements for each bonding concept are sketched in Table 12; however, 
for an overall evaluation of their ISRU suitability, a comprehensive 
comparison for each approach is missing that should start with exca-
vation and take into account the whole process chain until the parts are 
finished. 

6.3. Assessment of AM technologies in the space environment 

An assessment of AM technologies in space ISRU is provided in 
Table 13, outlining positive and negative aspects of the different space 
AM technologies. 

Material extrusion can be well suited for low-pressure and low 
gravity environments and has excellent scalability, making it the most 
suited AM technology for direct regolith ISRU, as discussed by Mueller 
et al. [166]. This is followed by powder bed fusion, directed energy 
deposition and possibly binder jetting, which all have the potential to be 
adapted to the Martian environment, while vat photopolymerization, 
binder jetting, and sheet lamination can be considered non-suitable for 
the production of large structures from unrefined Martian regolith. 

Much work is needed to verify the specific AM approaches in the 
space environment, with some early work on gravity already underway. 
For the International Space Station (ISS), the use of a material extrusion 
3D printer in zero gravity has been widely reported [195]. Other AM 
approaches have been used or planned on the ISS, such as a Bio-
Fabrication Facility from Techshot or the Vulcan unit (derived from the 
wire-feed welding process) and vat photopolymerization setup both 
from Made in Space [196,197]. Other efforts have been undertaken in 
microgravity on Zero-G flights for powder bed fusion either in the 
concept stage [198] or the production of high-quality parts [199] or 
liquid droplet systems towards materials extrusion [200]. 

7. Evaluation, summary, and outstanding research questions 

7.1. Summary evaluation of martian regolith simulant development 

Major achievements regarding Martian regolith simulant develop-
ment and availability are the continuing improvement of quality and 
complexity of simulants thanks to the evolving scientific knowledge of 
our neighbor planet, which is mirrored in the generational concept 
introduced in this work. Secondly, efforts to specific best-practice 
workflows for the development of simulants and efforts to indicate 
applicability to different ISRU study types such as the regolith simulant 
report cards [37]. Thirdly, Space agencies and others have started 
controlled efforts on curation (such as simulant libraries), broad Ta
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availably and finally databases for simulants such as the simulant 
database [31]. In the future, site-specific simulants (instead of global 
simulants) can be expected, facilitating the preparation and training of 
individual missions going to specific landing sites. 

7.2. Summary evaluation of the state of the art regolith particle bonding 
concepts 

Major achievements in particle bonding concepts are first that all 
major bonding approaches used on Earth have been tried with regolith 
simulants. Secondly, these studies could generally produce similar me-
chanical properties to the typical terrestrial processes using such simu-
lants. However, thirdly the authors feel there is a tendency in ISRU 
research, where bonding approaches that are unique or different (but 
have a very low TRL on Earth) are chosen to conduct studies or even 
financed. The ISRU community should try to develop a best practice 
approach to develop standardized criteria to assess the feasibility of 
different material bonding concepts. Such criteria depend to a large 
degree on the largely unresearched field of processing in simulated 
Martian conditions. From the collection, storage, handling and prepa-
ration of feedstock materials to the processing via the different proposed 
bonding concepts, the whole process chains need to be examined in 
Martian conditions regarding ISRU feasibility. One of the major chal-
lenges of early ISRU is that feedstocks ideally should require minimal 
preprocessing effort and would best be used directly without energy- 
intensive homogenization or transformation steps. 

What is more, one of the major focus areas of structural ISRU ma-
terials research is mechanical properties. Properties such as radiation 
protection, thermal conductivity, (light) energy absorption and thermal 
shock have seldomly been examined. Similarly, almost no research ex-
ists on simulated Martian material structures’ long-term behavior and 
stability in the appropriate environment. 

7.3. Summary evaluation of additive manufacturing for ISRU state of the 
art 

Major achievements in additive manufacturing for ISRU are first that 
for all major AM categories, proof of concept studies with (often lunar) 
simulants have been reported. Secondly, the NASA habitat print chal-
lenge (between other things) generated significant interest in the topic, 

and a larger number of researchers joined the field (however, often for 
one-off studies along the lines of proof of concept). Thirdly, some large- 
scale building efforts have been started to determine the feasibility of 
habitat printing (currently in a terrestrial environment), such as using 
concrete materials systems in material extrusion AM (mostly by NASA). 
For the future, major outstanding research questions are to move the 
processing from terrestrial environment conditions to simulated Martian 
conditions and generally along the lines of open questions discussed for 
bonding concepts in the previous section. 
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